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INTRODUCTION
The education of children with disabilities has been greatly enhanced
by the passage of Public Law 94-142, The Education for All
Handicapped Children Act of 1975, and its subsequent amendment,
Public Law 101-476, Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA). These laws, with their powerful directives and policies,were
designed to bring about a change in the tragic history of educational
inequities which had occurred toward children with disabilities in the
public school system. The overriding theme and one of the most
important policies written into these laws was the mandate to provide
a free, appropriate, public education to all children with disabilities.
Furthermore, this educational service to children with disabilities
must take place "to the maximum extent appropriate" with their non-
disabled peers. The subsequent rules and regulations to this portion
of the law outlined that the education of disabled children be in the
"least restrictive environment,"--a continuum described by
professionals as ranging from full time placement in the regular
classroom to full-time, self-contained, homogeneous placement in a2
separate classroom (Deno, 1970; Reynolds, 1962).
The traditional model for providing these necessary educational
services to children with disabilities has been the resource room
model. The resource room, which is placed on the continuumas
more restrictive than the regular classroom, became the most
common place for children with disabilities to receive direct
instructional assistance for a portion of the day, but also allowed them
to return to the regular classroom to be a part of an environment with
their non-disabled peers. The establishment of resourcerooms came
from a desire to meet the educational policies set forth in the Least
Restrictive Environment clause of the law.
Special educators appear to be implementing both the spirit and the
letter of the law by educating the disabled to the maximum extent
appropriate in the least restrictive environment. Data from the U.S.
Department of Education's Seventh Annual Report to Congress (1985)
on the education of the disabled indicated that nearly two thirds of the
school-aged children with disabilities were receiving the majority of
their educational services in the regular classroom. Thereare several
reasons associated with this movement toward a more integrated
educational service.
The first reason appears to be a response to years of efficacy research3
studies which examine whether the academic and social benefits to
children with disabilities are greater in separate or integrated
educational placements. Numerous efficacy studies and literature
reviews have been conducted seeking to empirically answer this
placement question (Adamson, Matthews & Schuller, 1990; Affleck,
Madge, Adams & Lowenbraun, 1988; Carlberg & Kavale, 1980;
Gartner & Lipsky, 1987; Hallahan, Keller, McKinney, Lloyd & Bryan,
1988;Lilly, 1986; Reynolds, 1989; Semmel, Gottlieb & Robinson,
1979; Tindal, 1985; Wang, Reynolds & Walberg, 1986; Yocom,
1980). A very thorough and critical meta-analysis of this placement
question was recently conducted by Wiederholt and Chamberlain
(1989) who examined 37 different efficacy research studies.In
addition to the distinct-segregated versus distinct-integrated
approach to educational placement, Wiederholt and Chamberlain
(1989) added the effects of placement in the resource room to their
examination. The overwhelming conclusion from their research
reflects, at best, more inconclusive results about the efficacy of special
education placement.In terms of academic and social/emotional/
behavioral gains for special education children, a few of the 37 studies
acknowledged the benefits of placement in a resource room model
over placement in either the completely segregated or completely
integrated classroom (Affleck et al., 1988; Wiederholt and
Chamberlain, 1989). Other forces such as parental, legislative and
litigative influences were found to support an integrated approach over4
a segregated one (Adamson, Matthews & Schuller, 1990; Yocom,
1980).
A second reason often cited for supporting a more integrated
educational setting for disabled children is the growing numbers of
students being referred for special education. Between October 1976
and December 1980, for example, the number of students receiving
special education services increased 17% (Algozzine, Christenson and
Ysseldyke, 1982). Census data reported in the U.S. Department of
Education's Ninth Annual Report to Congress (1987) which covered
the 1986-87 school year, indicated that this upward trend was
beginning to slow down. Between 1981 and 1986, the number of
students receiving special education services increased only five
percent.
In a report which summarizes more than five years of research on the
process of identifying children for special education programs,
Ysseldyke, Thurlow, Graden, Wesson, Algozzine and Deno (1983)
found that (a) between 3% and 6% of the school age populationwere
referred each year for psycho-educational evaluation; (b) once referred
to special education, there was a high probability (92% nationally) the
students would later be assessed; and (c) of those evaluated, 73% were
declared eligible for special education services. Other research places
the referral rate between 6% and 11% of the total school population in5
28 large cities (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987).In these same cities,
assessment to placement percentages vary within a range of 7.8% to
91.8% (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987).In either case, it seems apparent
that once referred, a child will most likely receive special education
services. With this rate of increase, the number of students needing
services may be rising faster than available services can accommodate
(Carter & Sugai, 1989).
A third reason for a more integrated educational program for children
with disabilities is economic. With increased numbers of children
being referred, tested and verified for special education services,
many school districts will be unable to continue serving students
under their current funding patterns (Graden, Casey & Christenson,
1985). While there has been a substantial increase in the amount of
federal funds allocated to special education--from $100 million in
fiscal year 1976 to $1.64 billion in fiscal year 1985--the promised
federal contribution (40% of the average cost per pupil by 1982) has
never been met (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987). Local school districts have
had to take most of the burden upon themselves. Indeed, local school
districts may have a tendency to verify students as eligible because
they want the financial benefits and reimbursements rather than as a
means for providing the best educational services (Will, 1986). The
cost for referring, testing and placing a child within special education,
however, has been estimated to exceed the levels of reimbursement6
for educating the child (Reynolds, 1989; Shinn, Tindal & Spira,
1987; Wang, Reynolds & Walberg, 1986; Ysseldyke et al., 1983). The
average reimbursement for educating a disabled student has been
estimated at $2,300 per year, while the cost of the referralto
placement process was estimated to beover $3,000 per child (Shinn,
Tindal & Spira, 1987; Ysseldyke et al., 1983). With school district
budget cuts and restricted financialresources, a substantial amount
money can be redirected each year into services for children if schools
combine their "special" with their "regular" educationalprograms
(Stainback & Stainback, 1984; Wang, Reynolds & Walberg, 1986;
Will, 1986).
A fourth and final reason for the current movement towarda more
integrated approach in the delivery of special educationservices
relates to the problem of identification. While the thirteenseparate
classifications of disabling conditions were identified and listed within
the federal laws (P.L. 94-142 and P.L. 101-476), the verification
procedure for each varies from state to state and often from school
district to school district (Chalfant, 1985; Wang, Reynolds & Walberg,
1986; Ysseldyke, Thurlow, et al. 1983). This is particularlytrue with
the identification of the learning disabled (Chalfant, 1985;Gartner &
Lipsky, 1987; Wang, Reynolds & Walberg, 1986; Ysseldyke, Thurlow,
et al. 1983).It is very difficult, for example, to distinguish the
differences between children with a learning disability and children7
who are simply slow-learners (Ysseldyke, Algozzine, Shinn & McGue,
1982). Problems in the identification of children with learning
disabilities are a reflection of inconsistencies within the procedures
for the definition, incidence, prevalence, or criteria for verification
(Ysseldyke, Thurlow, et al. 1983). Compared to the 17% increase
noted earlier for the identification of children with disabilities
(Algozzine, Christenson & Ysseldyke, 1982), the increase for the
number of identified learning disabled students during thesame time
period was 119% (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987). Given the problems cited
in accurately identifying learning disabled children along with the
tremendous increase in numbers throughout the years, it seems
reasonable to support the notion of an integrated educational setting
(Gartner & Lipsky, 1987; Ysseldyke, Algozzine, Richey & Graden,
1982).
Regular Education Initiative
The presence of these four variables--a lack of efficacy research to
support a segregated over an integrated educational placement, the
growing numbers of referrals to special education, the increased cost
of the entire referral to placement process and the difficulty inherent
in precisely identifying each disabling condition--has been recognized
at a national level through the development of the Regular Education
Initiative (REI). The REI was given momentum by Madeleine Will
(1986) who served in the 1980s as the Assistant U.S. Secretary of8
Education in charge of special education and rehabilitation. The focus
of the REI was to encourage educators at all levels to work togetherin
order to accommodate the educational needs of children with
disabilities within the regular classroom. This integration would
better serve and more economically serve all students.
While the REI has been oversimplified as a policy which calls for the
immediate "mainstreaming" of all disabled children (Reynolds, 1989),
the main point of this Initiative was to help educators focuson the
original theme of P.L. 94-142--to effectively serve all children with
disabilities (Will, 1986). Yet because of increases in cost, numbers of
referrals and over identification, some type of unique, yet appropriate
educational service delivery option needs to be offeredas an
alternative to the traditional resource room model. One such option
addressed by Will (1986) is the need for education to bea "shared
responsibility" between regular and special educators. Programs in
special education must be allowed to develop througha partnership of
regular and special educators.
Regular Education Pre-referral Intervention
One alternative to the traditional service delivery option of the
Resource Room is through the use of a regular education pre-referral
intervention program. Pre-referral involvement typically consists ofa
series of regular education intervention steps and procedures which9
take place prior to the formal referral to special education services.
These steps and procedures occur while the child is still in the least
restrictive environment of all, the regular classroom. One of the most
common regular education pre-referral intervention strategies is the
collaborative problem-solving approach utilizing consultation
techniques (Graden, Casey & Bonstrom, 1985; Zins, Graden & Ponti,
1988). Briefly, consultation is a process in which a consultant (e.g.,a
special service provider) and consultee (e.g., regular classroom
teacher) work together to provide and implementa problem-solving
strategy to meet the needs of the client (e.g., the child) in the regular
classroom (Gutkin & Curtis, 1982; West & Idol, 1990; Zins, Graden
& Ponti, 1988).Pre-referral involvement, then, is a regular education
process and encourages the combined efforts of regular and special
educators in the delivery of educational services to children with
disabilities. Regular and special educators work collaboratively to
make the best educational decisions for children. This combined
effort of shared responsibility is at the center of the REI. While the
regular education process of pre-referral may not necessarily benew
to special educators, the term and use of pre-referral interventionas a
program has recently received a great deal of attention in the
literature (Graden, 1989). A more complete literature review of
referral rates to special education, the regular education pre-referral
process, the consulting teacher model and the use of this model as a
regular education pre-referral intervention procedure will be10
addressed in the next chapter.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to examine the impact of the collaborative
consultation model on referral rates to special education. More
specifically, this research is designed to examine the referral and
verification rates to special education services in schools which
implement a consulting teacher model as a regular education pre-
referral intervention strategy. The special education referral and
verification rates from the population of schools (N= 17) which
implemented a consulting teacher model will be compared to the
special education referral and verification rates in a randomly selected
comparison group of schools which does not implement the
consulting teacher model (N = 30).All schools (N = 47) are from the
Portland, Oregon, Public School District, the largest metropolitan
school district in Oregon. There are three hypotheses:
1. there will be fewer referrals to special education in the
population of schools with the consulting teacher model,
2. the longer a school employs the consulting teacher model,
the more accurate the referrals will be, and
3. there will be a higher referral rate accuracy for those
children determined to need special education services in the
population of schools with the consulting teacher model.11
Portland Public School District began to look at the consulting teacher
model in the early 1980s as a response to both local and national
concerns about the over-identification of children with learning
disabilities. The high costs of assessment, increases in the number of
children referred and inconclusive results from decades of efficacy
research which examines whether the academic and social benefits to
children with disabilities are greater in separateor integrated
educational placements are all additional reasons this urban school
district sought out the consulting teacher model. Portland looked to
implement this model as both a regular education pre-referral
intervention strategy and a service delivery option for its children with
disabilities.
This proposed study represents new researchon one of the emerging
best practices in special education service. The primary impact and
contribution that this research will have on the field of special
education is that it will add to the very limited empirical knowledge
base available on the use of the consulting teacher modelas a service
delivery option for children with disabilities. Previous research and
professionals in the field (L. Idol, personal communication, January
11, 1990) have pointed out the need for further research in thisarea.
Nevin and Thousand (1986) and Zins, Graden and Ponti (1988), for
example, have pointed out the need for an examination of the long
term outcomes of using the consulting teacher modelas a regular12
education pre-referral intervention strategy.Lloyd, Crowley, Kohler
and Strain (1988) have also raised issues which question what the
impact of this regular education pre-referral intervention strategy
would be if the research were designed to compare similar results
from a control or comparison group. This research study has been
planned to address both these and other design questions.
This research will be the first examination of referral and verification
rates in a large urban school district which implements the consulting
teacher model. From this research, it will be shown whether this
consulting teacher model had an impact on referral and verification
rates to special education services. Furthermore, the results of this
research will indicate whether this consulting teacher model reduced
inappropriate referrals to special education assessment.13
LITERATURE REVIEW
The present study sought to identify the impact of the consulting
teacher model as a regular education pre-referral intervention strategy
on the number of children who were referred and subsequently
verified for special education services. There were four components
to the research question which will be addressed in this chapter. The
first portion of this literature review will focuson research which
addresses the referral process. Those studies which look at the
impact of the regular classroom teacher on the refei-ral process,a
teacher's reasons for making a referral and several successful
strategies being implemented in the public schools for limiting the
numbers of referrals will be presented.
The second portion of this literature review will define pre-referralas
an intervention process, will describe the research base for its use
within regular education and will offer an example of an effective
regular education pre-referral model which utilizes the concepts of
collaborative consultation. The next portion will review the current
definition and impact of the consulting teacher modelas a service
delivery option to children with special needs, while the fourth and
last portion of this chapter will review the few empirical research14
studies which examine the use of consulting teacher modelsas a
regular education pre-referral intervention strategy designed to limit
referrals to special education.
Research on the Referral Process
The impact of the regular classroom teacher on the referralprocess.
The process of identifying and providing educational services to
children with disabilities typically begins with the regular classroom
teacher (Justice, 1981; Pugach, 1985;Riffle, 1985; Tymitz, 1984).
The classroom teacher is in a unique position to observe both the
academic and behavioral performance of all students in the classroom,
making a significant impact on the selection of students to be referred
to special education.
Algozzine, Christenson and Ysseldyke (1982) and Foster, Ysseldyke,
Casey and Thurlow (1984) have shown, for example, that 4%to 6% of
the national public school population are referred for evaluation each
year, that 92% of those referred are tested and that 73% of those
tested are placed in special education.
It might be reasonably argued that these referral to placementrates
indicate a high teacher tendency to identify children with significant
learning problems. Algozzine et al. (1982), however, suggested that
the decision to assess and place children in programs with special15
services comes more from a decision to "rubber stamp" the original
referral; a child referred for special services will almost certainlybe
found eligible for those services (Foster et al., 1984; Harrington &
Gibson, 1986; Shinn, Tindal & Spira, 1987). The initial decisionto
refer, then, may be the most important decisionin this referral to
placement process.
A teacher's reasons for making a referral. Childrenare referred for
special education services for a variety ofreasons. Several research
studies have been conducted which seek to identify factors that
influence a teacher's decision to refera child--the least of which may
be the academic or emotional needs of the child. Much ofthe
research on the referral process by regular classroom teacherscites
factors within the student or the student's home situation (Ysseldyke
& Thurlow, 1984) as the overwhelmingreason why students are
referred for special education assessment.
In a study which looked at the characteristics of the referring teacher,
Riffle (1985) outlined several ethnic, demographic and attitudinal
traits which are related to the referral process initiated by the regular
classroom teacher. While the results of Riffle's studyare limited by
several factors (e.g., the composition of the sample, theamount of
variance in the dependent variable, and the "host of other, unknown
factors that apparently affected teacher referral practices"p. 71), the16
outcome suggests that teacher attendance at workshops and
inservices, the teacher's ethnic background and teacher agewere all
identified as a source of variance in the decision to refer. Other
background variables such as the number of mainstreamed studentsin
the class and the age of the student were also found to havesome
relationship to teacher referral practices.
In a second comprehensive study of the regular classroom teacher's
decision to refer, Pugach (1985) found that a teacher'sreason for
referral was primarily subjective in nature and that the realreason for
referral was not reflected on the referral form. In fact, the
documented reason for referral matched what teachers said guided
their decision for referral in only 2 of 28 referrals.
In a third study which more specifically addresses thisreason for
referral question, Shinn, Tindal and Spira (1987) lookedat reading
outcome data for elementary age school children with mild disabilities
who were referred for special education services. Teacheraccuracy in
the referral process (measured by the width of variance in reading
performance levels of referred students toa normative sample) and
teacher bias (measured by documentation of the proportions of
referred students as a function of gender and ethnicity)were
identified and defined as the dependentmeasures. In reference to
the first dependent measure, teacheraccuracy, results indicated that17
regular classroom teachers were consistent and precise in their
decisions to refer a child for reading assistance. In reference to the
second dependent measure, teacher bias, teachers were found to refer
children based on reactions to student behavior whichwere
sometimes unrelated to the reason for referral (reading achievement).
In addition, differences also appeared for the variables of gender and
ethnicity in the number of students referred. These combined
findings led the authors to conclude that teachersare both accurate
and biased in their decision to refer children with mild disabilities for
services in regard to reading ability. While teachers may take variables
into account which have nothing directly to do with the reading needs
of the student (e.g., gender and ethnicity), teacherswere shown to be
accurate in their selection of children to be referred.
In the final study to be addressed here, the referral practices of
regular classroom teachers were examined by Christenson, Ysseldyke
and Algozzine (1982) who looked at teacher's perceptions of the
external constraints influencing their decision to refer. Asurvey was
sent to teachers asking them to list both the barriers to and factors for
facilitating the referral process in their school district.Five
institutional constraints (organizational factors, availability of services,
"hassle," teacher variables and attitudinal factors) and four external
pressures (external agency influences, federal and state guidelines,
parental pressure and socio-political climate) were identified by the18
teachers. From the data received, the authors concluded that their
study highlighted the importance of reorganizing the referralprocess
so that it expands this referral to placement process to a recognition
of the need to refer and intervene prior to evaluating and placingin
special education services.Interventions implemented prior to the
referral may improve instructional planning for students. (Seealso:
Algozzine, Christenson & Ysseldyke, 1982; Foster et al., 1984.)
Following the decision by the regular classroom teacher to refera
student, some type of intervention mustoccur prior to the referral for
formal evaluation which meets the needs of the studentin the regular
classroom.
Successful strategies for limiting the numbers of referrals. Inan
attempt to short-circuit this referral to placementprocess in the
identification of children with disabilities, severalstrategies for
strengthening the mainstream have been offered through the
literature. These strategies appear to be most effective whenthey are
implemented in the regular classroom prior to the decisionto refer
(Tymitz, 1984). While there are a number of interventionstrategies
which could be implemented prior to referral for special education,
three strategies which provide empirical dataon limiting referral
rates will be highlighted. The first intervention strategy which has
been shown to limit the number of referrals to special educationis to
provide staff inservices and workshops for regular classroom teachers19
as part of the district's staff development plan (Nevin & Thousand,
1986). Ysseldyke and Thurlow (1984) report that prior to making
formal referrals, inservice training on topics suchas increasing a
student's academically engaged time have provided positive
preliminary results. In addition, the work of Gennari (1982) and
Gennari and Wang (1983) (both cited in Nevin & Thousand, 1986),
demonstrated that following staff development inservice training
sessions on adapting the learning environment to individual needs,
138 teachers were able to implement effective changes in their
classrooms. These studies clearly suggest that as teachers participate
in specific inservice training and are supported in serving students
with special needs in the regular classroom, there will bea reduction
in referrals to special education (Nevin & Thousand, 1986).
A second strategy for limiting the number of referrals to special
education is through the use of Peer Mediated Interventions (Lloyd et
al., 1988). Peer mediated interventions are interventions
implemented in the regular classroom by the peers of children with
disabilities; children helping children.Lloyd et al. (1988) offer a fairly
extensive review of the literature on this type of intervention. Along
with citations offered by Nevin and Thousand (1986), there isa strong
data base to support peer mediated interventions, also calledpeer
tutoring, as an effective means for showing growth in students needing
special education in regular elementary and high school settings.20
Increased skill levels have been shown in academic, social and
behavioral performance through the use of peer tutoring andpeer
intervention. While neither of these studies provide a direct link to
limiting referrals to special education, both conclude with the
possibility of such an impact.
Empirical evidence linking peer tutoring to a lower referral rate has
been reported by the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
(1990). Children in several North Carolina schoolswere randomly
assigned to one of four treatment groups, includingpeer tutoring.
Although teachers in the peer tutoring treatment group requested
assistance for interventions more often than the other models, the
peer tutoring model had the lowest referral rate of all four
intervention strategies.
A third strategy for limiting the number of referrals to special
education is through the use of Teacher Assistance Teams (TAT)
(Chalfant & Pysh, 1989; Chalfant, Pysh & Moultrie, 1979; Hayek,
1987). Broadly defined, a TAT is a building levelgroup of people who
facilitate the generation of intervention strategies prior to the special
education referral; the TAT serves as a support system to regular
classroom teachers who, in turn, serve the students in the regular
classroom. While this support team has received several othernames
in the literature (e.g., student study teams, pre-referral committee,21
problem-solving teams, building screening committees, etc.), the
process and the purpose of the team was to facilitate the exchange of
ideas, methods, problem-solving techniques and activities whichare
directed at keeping children in the least restrictive environment--the
regular classroom (Chalfant & Pysh, 1989; Chalfant, Pysh & Moultrie,
1979; Hayek, 1987).
In a study designed to examine the impact of the TAT on referrals to
special education, Chalfant, Pysh and Moultrie (1979) recorded the
number of children who were brought before the TAT. The percent of
children who were helped through the suggestions of the TATwere
compared with the percent of children who were subsequently
referred to special education services. Of the 203 children referred to
the TAT, nearly two thirds (63.5%) were assisted within the regular
classroom environment and did not need to be referred for special
education assessment. The authors concluded that the number of
potential teacher referrals to special education was not only limited
but greatly reduced. In a later reference whichwas written to
summarize TAT research from five separate research studies, Chalfant
and Pysh (1989) reported on the results gathered from examining 96
different school-based teams. One of the conclusions drawn from this
extensive review was that the TAT does work to reduce referrals to
special education assessment. This process of providinga cooperative
process for implementing intervention strategies prior to a formal22
referral will be more thoroughly addressed in a later section.
Research on the Pre-referral Process
Pre-referral as an intervention process. Given the high probability that
a child who is referred for special education services will most likely
be placed in special education, a great deal of the recent literature in
special education has been directed at interrupting this process.
Instead of automatically moving a child from referral to placement,
intervention strategies which serve to assist the child in the regular
classroom prior to the referral are now becoming recognized asa
promising practice within the field (Algozzine, Christenson &
Ysseldyke, 1982; Carter & Sugai, 1989; Graden, 1989; Pugach &
Johnson, 1989). Such interventions are typically called regular
education pre-referral interventions. While these regular education
pre-referral interventions may represent a variety of strategies, their
common bond is that they are usually implemented within the regular
classroom and always before the formal referral to special education.
The term regular education pre-referral, then, will be used throughout
this document to reflect a regular classroom process and not a special
education process used to identify children as needing special
education services.
While regular education pre-referral intervention strategies have found23
increasing support in the literature, little is known about actual
practices. In an effort to determine the nation wideuse of regular
education pre-referral strategies, Carter and Sugai (1989) developeda
six item survey which was sent to administrators in state departments
of education (including the District of Columbia). Thesurvey
essentially addressed two issues: whether the state applieda regular
education pre-referral procedure and how those procedureswere
characterized. Twenty-three states reported that they hadan
established and required regular education pre-referralprocess, 11
states responded that regular education pre-referrals were
recommended and 10 states responded that a regular educationpre-
referral process was not required. Seven states did not respondto the
survey. The authors noted that in spite of the lack of an overwhelming
amount of empirical evidence to support regular educationpre-
referral interventions as an effectivemeans for maintaining students in
the regular classroom, 34 states either requiredor recommended
them.
Regular education pre-referral research base. Regular educationpre-
referral techniques and strategies have receivedsome support from
research studies. Three research studies will be outlined which
examined the attitude of the referring teacher, the regular education
pre-referral interventions of elementary classroom teachers priorto
psychoeducational assessment and regular education pre-referral24
interventions (both proposed and actual) for students with behavior
problems. In the first study, Harrington and Gibson (1986) examined
the attitudes of 41 teachers who had experience with preassessment
procedures for students with learning disabilities in Kansas. These
teachers, after analyzing the instructional or behavioral interventions
already attempted by the regular classroom teacher, would strive to
implement other, more effective measures to keep the child from the
formal referral process. The primary benefit from this preassessment
procedure was primarily to maintain the child in the least restrictive
environment--the regular classroom. Twenty-five questions designed
to assess teacher attitude toward this process were written intoa
Likert scale questionnaire. The results indicated that while the
teachers were pleased with the preassessment team members, they
did not agree that the team's interventionswere successful in
correcting the problem.
In a second study, the regular education pre-referral interventions of
105 elementary classroom teachers were examined. Ysseldyke,
Pianta, Christenson, Wang and Algozzine (1983) looked at the
interventions that regular classroom teachers used prior to
psychoeducational assessment. More specifically, Ysseldyke, Pianta et
al. (1983) sought to document (a) types, combinations and durations of
the regular education pre-referral interventions, (b) the individuals
involved in implementing those interventions and (c) the nature of the25
relationship between the interventions used and thereason for
referral. Regular education pre-referral data were collectedon actual
referrals, and teachers were asked to remember the intervention
strategies they had implemented. Results suggested that regular
classroom teachers saw themselves as the ones responsible for
implementing a wide variety of intervention strategies. The threetop
ranking regular education pre-referral intervention strategieswere
teacher directed actions; teachers sought intervention strategies
which called for modifications in their teaching technique,a
behavioral management approach or an amount of structure provided
in the classroom to the child. The authors concluded that most of
these interventions could be influenced by a consultant to the regular
classroom teacher.
The third research study to be outlined in this section examined the
regular education pre-referral intervention strategies for students with
behavior problems. Sevcik and Ysseldyke (1986) designeda study to
investigate two research questions; the first question looked at what
regular education pre-referral interventions teachers indicated they
would take when presented with a written example ofa child with
behavior problems while the second study examined what regular
education pre-referral interventions teachers actually did attempt in
their classrooms with their students who exhibited similar behaviors.
Results from the first study showed the highest rankings of preferred26
interventions to be activities where teachers could collect further
information about this student through consultation or assessment
(obtain knowledge of modality strength, meet with specialists for
teaching ideas and obtain achievement test scores). There appeared
to be a strong dependence on "specialists" who could provide
information or services. Teachers most often selected strategies
which could be called teacher-directed (measure progress to plan
interventions, provide feedback regarding classroom expectations and
plan contingency management programs) rather than any of the other
strategies offered (consultative actions, external placement actions or
teacher non-directed actions).
In response to the second question, the researchers found that it was
these teacher-directed behaviors which appeared most often in the
actual activities of teachers within their regular classroom settings.
While teachers may be in favor of the teacher-directed actions they
selected, the authors reported that these strategies were not
successful; the children in this study were referred for special
education evaluation. More effective strategies are needed prior to the
referral. Teachers need to know how to carry out reasonable and
effective measures for meeting the needs of children in the regular
classroom setting. The authors suggested consultation and the use of
the consultant role to meet this need. For even though consultation
was selected and offered (in the first study) as the top ranking27
intervention, teachers did not appear to be using it in their actual
teaching practice.
An example of a regular education pre-referral intervention model.
Regular education pre-referral interventions appear to be effectivein
establishing interventions within the regular classroom prior to the
formal referral for assessment within the special educationprocess
which is so well documented within the special education literature.
Several of the regular education pre-referral research studies offer
consultation as one of the more effective methods of intervention. One
model for a regular education pre-referral intervention strategywas
developed by Stephens (1977) as a systems model for consulting with
school personnel. Briefly defined, the consultingprocess consists of
problem solving techniques and intervention assistance through the
combined efforts of the regular classroom teacher and the consultant.
In this model, the consultant could either be aperson (e.g., teacher,
psychologist, social worker) or a group of people (e.g., student study
teams, regular education pre-referral committee, problem solving
teams, building screening committees).In either case, the purpose of
the model is to provide a systematic method for implementing
appropriate interventions prior to the formal referral for special
education. One goal of this regular education pre-referral model is to
reduce inappropriate referrals thereby reducing inappropriate
placements in special education. There are five phases to Stephen's28
model: assessment, specification of objectives, planning,
implementing treatment and evaluation. Staebler and Young added
two additional phases, making initial contact (addedas phase one) and
transitioning services (added as phase seven) to Stephen's model (B.L.
Staebler and B.J. Young, personal communication, January 12, 1987).
Together, these seven stages served as the training model for regular
education pre-referral intervention strategies within thiscurrent
research study.
Phase 1: Making Initial Contact. This model of the regular education
pre-referral process begins with initial contacts between teacherand
consultant. This phase can also include establishing interpersonal
relationships with everyone involved--other teachers, the student, the
student's parents or other support personnel.
Phase 2: Assessing_ the Environment. During theassessment stage,
the consultant works to informally observe and describe thestudent's
environment. Observing the student's behavior, academic level and
learning environment all serve to facilitate defining the problemor
selecting the target behavior. Baseline data and observationsare
collected on target behaviors, includingany antecedent and
consequent conditions which might play a role in the planned
intervention.29
Phase 3: Setting Objectives. During this phase of setting objectives,
the problem areas or target behaviors are defined, specified and rank
ordered. The top ranking behavior is selected, modified and
operationally defined. While several problem behaviorsmay exist, only
one behavior is targeted at a time.
Phase 4: Planning Strategies. Within the planning phase,strategies
are established to meet the objectives outlined in the previous phase.
One of the goals of this phase is to plan effective strategies which
match the student's learning style as well as the teacher's style of
instruction or management. Student practice materials, daily
assignments and lessons are also designed and planned during this
phase.
Phase 5:Implementing Treatment. The fifth phase, implementing
the treatment, is the phase where the strategiesare actually put into
practice. The program is closely monitored by both the teacher and
the consultant, who work together to collect data about the
effectiveness of the program. Several examples of strategies for this
implementation stage are: the consultant might modela teaching
strategy, the teacher could select alternative materials for instruction
or both the teacher and the consultant might team teach a lesson.
Phase 6: Evaluation. At this stage of the consultationprocess, data are30
analyzed across both the baseline and treatment phases.Decisions
about the effectiveness of the treatmentare made by both the regular
classroom teacher and the consultant.If the planned treatment did
not have the desired effect, the process returns to theassessment
phase where more diagnostic proceduresmay be conducted.If the
planned treatment is effective, the program is modified (ifneeded)
and the next objective is begun.
Phase 7: Transitioning Services. This last stage providesa teamwork
approach for phasing a student out of these additionalservices and
into the next step. Several examples of this transitioningstage might
include mainstreaming a disabled learner back into the regular
classroom, seeking additional support services from within theschool
building, referring a student to additional supportservices outside of
the school, or assisting the transition from high schoolto an adult,
vocational program. Transition servicesare implemented whenever
the student leaves one environment for another.
Collaborative Consultation
A current definition of collaborative consultation. With theincreasing
number of children with disabilities who receivesome or all of their
educational program in the regular classroom, it becomesessential
that an effective support system be developed betweenregular31
education and special education programs. Regular classroom
teachers and special education teachers need to work togetherto
provide the best educational program for the child with disabilitiesin
the regular classroom. Collaborative consultationencourages exactly
this kind of combined effort. Collaborative consultationuses one
teacher as a consultant or consulting teacher to provide indirect
services to the child with special needs through the regular educator
in the regular classroom environment, before the child is referred for
formal special education assessment. The consulting teachermodel
used for this research study has its foundation in collaborative
consultation, therefore the two terms will be used interchangeably.
Several definitions of consultation and the consulting teachermodel
have been offered in the literature covering various disciplines.Five of
these include an expert model, a medical model,a mental health
model, an educational and behavioral model andan advocacy model.
Despite their differences in theory and procedure, the goals of
consultation are the same:(a) to provide remedial problem-solving
services and (b) to increase consultees' skills so theycan prevent
and/or respond more effectively to similar problems in the future
(Gutkin & Curtis, 1982; Raymond, McIntosh & Moore, 1986;West &
Idol, 1987).32
Impact of collaborative consultation as a service delivery option.
Within the field of special education, most definitions ofconsultation
mention collaborative relationships; that is, the equal partnershipof
the consulting teacher and the classroom teacherin all steps of the
consultation process:identifying the problem, recommending
interventions, implementing interventions and evaluatingor modifying
the intervention (Raymond, McIntosh & Moore, 1986;Polsgrove &
McNeil, 1989; Reisberg & Wolf, 1986; West, 1985).This model of
collaborative consultation is further definedas a triadic model of
service delivery. The consulting teacher works directly with the
regular classroom teacher to provide services to thetarget, who could
be an individual child, a small group,or an entire class. Through this
indirect method, the consulting teacher enablesa child to achieve
within the regular classroom environment.
Collaborative consultation is beginning toappear more and more in the
special education literature. With the advent of theRegular Education
Initiative (REI) (Will, 1986) and its emphasison the need for
education to be a "shared responsibility" between regularand special
educators, the presence of consultationas an effective service delivery
option for students was an appropriateone (Friend, 1988; Johnson,
Pugach & Hammitte, 1988; Reisberg & Wolf, 1988;West & Idol,
1990; Ysseldyke, Thurlow et al., 1983). While both theDeno (1970)
and the Reynolds (1962) Cascade of Service Deliveryoptions for33
children with disabilities included consultationas an option (Idol,
1988;Idol, 1989), the implementation of collaborative consultationas
a regular education pre-referral intervention strategyseems to be a
fairly new concept in the field. Although theterm seems new, most of
the regular education pre-referral systems cited aboveutilize some
level or type of consultation process in their regulareducation pre-
referral intervention strategies, thereby reflecting thesupport of many
years of consultation research (Cancel li & Lange, 1990). Whethernew
or old, the goals of the regular education pre-referralprocess are
similar to the goals of consultation: both seek toimprove the student's
learning while remaining in the regular classroom andboth seek to
increase the regular classroom teacher's skills in learninghow to
modify the environment in order to betterserve this student and
future students (Heron & Kimball, 1988).
Collaborative Consultation as a Regular Education Pre-referral
Intervention Designed to Limit Referrals to SpecialEducation.
The use of the consulting teacher modelas a regular education pre-
referral intervention strategy. While the role ofthe consultant teacher
(Curtis & Zins, 1981; Friend, 1984; Idol-Maestas,1983; Lilly &
Givens-Ogle, 1981; Paolucci-Whitcomb & Nevin, 1985;Reisberg &
Wolf, 1986) and the role of the regular educationpre-referral process
(Fox, 1985; Harrington & Gibson, 1986;Riffle, 1985) have received34
support in special education literature, the empirical researchbase for
examining the impact of the consultant teacher roleon referral rates
to special education is limited. Followinga brief introduction which
includes several definitions, six research studieswill be presented.
These studies represent the current literaturewhich examines the
impact of collaborative consultation,or the consulting teacher model,
as a regular education pre-referral intervention strategyon the
number of children who are referred and subsequentlyverified for
special education services.
Collaborative consultation as a regular educationpre-referral strategy
consists of a series of procedures and activities for problemsolving.
As a collaborative approach, these procedures andactivities are
generated, designed, implemented and evaluatedthrough a teamwork
approach at the point of initial problem identification(Graden, Casey
& Bonstrom, 1985; West & Idol, 1990; Zins& Ponti, 1987; Zins,
Graden & Ponti, 1988). The regular classroomteacher, who typically
identifies the problem, seeks out the consultantor consultation team
for assistance. The team consists of at leastthe regular classroom
teacher and the consultant, butmay also include others, such as school
psychologist, guidance counselor, schoolnurse, administrator, or
other classroom teachers. Together theseteam members provide an
indirect method of service delivery to the student.As a regular
education pre-referral approach, these procedures andactivities are35
generated, designed, implemented and evaluated prior to the formal
referral to special education assessment. Zins, Graden andPonti
(1988) believed that using collaborative consultationas a regular
education pre-referral intervention strategy andprocess serves two
primary purposes:(a) by meeting the individual needs of students in
the regular classroom, the probability that the student willenter that
referral to placement process is reduced, and (b) by meeting the
individual needs of the classroom teacher, regular classroomteachers
can extend their skills and knowledge to a larger number of children.
Research studies using the consulting teacher modelas a regular
education pre-referral intervention strategy. Ritter (1978) provided
the first descriptive analysis of the effects ofa school consultation
program on the referral patterns of elementary teachersover a seven
year period of time.Ritter hypothesized that the presence of
consultation services offered through the local mental healthservice
would help public school teachers develop and refine theircoping
skills in dealing with student behavior problems. This,in turn, would
result in a decrease of referrals for consultation. A schoolpsychologist
served as a consultant in eight elementary schools throughoutthe
seven years of implementation. Referral rate data for both academic
and behavioral referrals were graphedon frequency polygons and a
visual image of decreased referrals was presented. The number of
referrals to special education were averaged in twovery broad blocks36
of time: the average number of referrals for the first4 years was 109
compared with 57 referrals for the remaining 3years. While no
mention was made of when the consultation took place--prior, during,
or after the referral--Ritter concluded that "(t)he consultation model
of school psychological serviceswas found to result in a decrease in
the number of children referred by teachersover time" (p. 242).
Graden, Casey and Bonstrom (1985), in the second ofa two part
article, provided an empirical data base for consultationservices on
the referral, testing and placement of special educationstudents. A
regular education pre-referral intervention model whichconsisted of
six steps (Graden, Casey & Christenson, 1985)was implemented in
six schools in a large suburban school district. In the first three
schools, the intervention modelwas implemented by the special
education teacher who served as the consulting teacher.
School One, an elementary school, enrolled about 781students;
approximately 8% received LD (learning disabled)services. One of the
four LD teachers worked part time (approximatelyone hour per day)
as a consulting teacher. School Two, also an elementary school,
enrolled 559 students; about 5.5% received LDservices. One of the
two full time LD teachers consulted 25% of the time. SchoolThree, a
junior high school, enrolled 1,308 students; approximately6%
received LD services. The primary responsibility(80% consulting,37
20% direct instruction) of one of the four LD teacherswas to serve as
a consulting teacher.
In the second set of schools, the implementation of theregular
education pre-referral intervention systemwas done by a school
psychologist who was assigned to all three schools.School Four, an
elementary school, enrolled approximately 700 students;7% received
LD services. The school psychologist spentone day a week at this
elementary school. School Five, alsoan elementary school, enrolled
500 students; 3% received LD services. The psychologistspent a
second day per week at this school. School Six,a junior high, enrolled
1,400 students in a setting which includedan LD program and an
EMH (Educable Mentally Handicapped)program. The school
psychologist spent three days per week at thisjunior high school
implementing the regular education pre-referralintervention model.
The special education teachers in Schools One,Two and Three were
given three days inservice training by the school psychologistwho
served as the consulting teacher for Schools Four,Five and Six.
Training focused on enhancing the teachers' skillsin consultation,
observation and intervention. Datawere collected in all six schools
over a three year period of time: one year prior,one year during and
one year after the implementation of the regular educationpre-
referral intervention model.It was expected that (a) consultationuse38
would increase, (b) referrals for special educationservices would
decrease, (c) the numbers of students tested forverification would
decrease and (d) the numbers of students placedin special education
would decrease.
Results from this study presenta mixed picture of the potential
impact of a regular education pre-referral systemon the use of
consultation services for the referral, testing andplacement of special
education students. Overall, the authors notedpositive results in
Schools Three, Four, Five and Six. Consultationuse increased and
there were significant decreases in testing andplacement in these
four schools. Referrals to special educationassessment were also
reduced, although no specific datawere offered. Reasons why Schools
One and Two did not show the expected resultswere offered as
constraints to the model on botha system-level and a building-level.
These constraints were notedas differences which included
differences in administrative support for themodel, differences in the
provision of adequate resources (e.g., allocation ofpersonnel and time
for consultation) and differencesin the initial training of the
consultants.
In a third related research study, Ponti, Zins andGraden (1988)
described a systems-level model for the successfulimplementation of
a regular education pre-referral delivery program. The approachwas39
designed to assist in the provision of services prior to the referralfor
students exhibiting mild behavioral and learning problems.Through
this consultation process, teachers, parents and administrators
worked collaboratively to develop strategies for classroom
implementation; the psychological referral servedas the last step in
the model. The research presented illustrateda detailed case
description of this model which was implementedin one elementary
school serving approximately 500 children. Datawere collected over a
five year period of time. The consultant,a school psychologist,
worked within the school and implemented theintervention model
during the last two years of the study. Referral rate datafrom these
two years were compared with the previous threeyears of referral rate
data when no regular education pre-referralintervention model
existed. Results of this study indicated that referrals for
psychoeducational assessments were reduced by 40% while referrals
for consultative assistance increased dramatically.The authors
suggested that regular education "pre-referral consultationis a viable
means for providing more immediate assistance and preventing
problems, helping more students and teachers and forcontributing
positively, to organizational effectiveness" (p. 99).
In a fourth research study, Chalfant and Pysh (1989)took the referral
rate data one step further. Between 1979 and 1988, fiveprogram
development studies were conducted on 96 firstyear Teacher40
Assistance Teams (TAT) in seven states. TAT teams had been
established in these 96 schools to serve as collaborative consultation
teams prior to the referral to special education. After one fullyear in
operation, data from these schools were collected and examined
under a variety of conditions.
One of the questions examined by Chalfant and Pysh (1989)was what
impact these TAT teams had on the referral and identificationprocess
for special education. The TAT is a building level team of people who
facilitate the generation of intervention strategies prior to the special
education referral. Approximately half (N= 42) of the TAT teams,
representing 386 students, collected data on this referral to
placement process. While all 386 students were discussed at TAT
team meetings, only 21% (N = 82) were referred for special education
assessment; 79% (N = 304) of the students were helped through the
suggestions of the TAT and were not referred at all.Of those referred,
93% (N = 76) were verified for special education services, 7% (N= 6)
were not.
In a similar study, Talley (1988) (cited in Chalfant and Pysh, 1989)
compared referral and verification rates to special education for four
years prior and one year after the implementation of the TAT in nine
Kentucky schools. An average of 22 studentsper year were referred
and were found to verify for special education in the fouryears prior to41
the TAT. After the implementation of theTAT, the referral and
verification rates were reduced toa total of eight students. This
represents a 64% drop in the number of referralsto formal
assessment. The authors concluded that thesetwo studies clearly
indicated the effectiveness of implementinga collaborative regular
education pre-referral strategy for reducing referrals.
Citing sharp increases in national and statenumbers, expanding costs
and unanswered questions about the effectivenessof current service
delivery options for its special educationpopulation, the California
legislature mandated a study to examine alternativedistrict and school
level programs and strategies forserving the "problem learners" of
California (Shields, Jay, Parrish & Padilla,1989). In the fifth study to
be outlined here, two research questionspertinent to this literature
review are summarized:(a) how effective is the Student StudyTeam
(SST) as a regular education pre-referralactivity and (b) how is the
consultation model used in these schools. Datawere collected from
55 schools in 20 school districts fromNovember 1987 to March 1988.
Citing the SST and all regular education pre-referralactivities as a
regular classroom responsibility and reflectinga mixture of both "hard
data" and best guess estimates, this studyreported that SSTs reduced
the percentage of students referred forassessment by 52%.
One school district which kept precise data forone school year42
(1986-87) separated those referrals for academicassistance from
other referral assistance: 689 studentswere referred to the SST for
assistance (67% of these referrals were for academic assistance),only
7% (N = 48) were referred by the SST for formalassessment in
special education. A second school district offered data fromone
school building, also during the 1986-87 schoolyear: 32 students
were referred to the SST, only 22% (N = 7) were formally referred for
further assessment. From the evidence offered by all55 school
districts, the authors concluded that in most schools theSST was
successful in reducing the numbers of referralsto special education.
The sixth and last research studyon the impact of collaborative
consultation as a regular education pre-referralstrategy to reduce
referral rates to special educationwas offered by Saver and Downes
(1990). As a response toa student population of greater diversity and
need, the Wisconsin Hills Elementary School begana Peer
Intervention Team (PIT Crew) in January, 1988. The PITCrew serves
as a regular education collaborative team approach to promote learning
environments which facilitate growth in all students. ThePIT Crew
consists of four members from a combination of the following:school
psychologist, program support teacher, classroomteachers, and
specialists (music, art, readingresource, etc.).All members of the
team, including the principal, have received trainingin collaborative
consultation. Following a series of strategy steps offeredthrough their43
training objective statement of the problem, brainstorming solutions,
possible consequences, prioritization, action plan, monitoring and
evaluation, and follow -up- -the PIT Crew, then, is teachers workingin a
collaborative effort to develop strategies which assist childrenin the
regular classroom. One of the outcomes from the threeyears of PIT
Crew intervention has been a noted reduction in referral and
verification rates to special education. More specifically,as the
number of PIT Crew referrals increased, the number of referralsto
special education assessment decreased. For example,in the 1987-88
school year, there were two referrals to the PIT Crew, 12 referralsfor
special education assessment, and five (42%) subsequent verifications
to special education placement. By the 1989-90 schoolyear, referrals
to the PIT Crew had increased to 15, referrals for special education
assessment had decreased to one, and that one student (100%)
subsequently verified for special education placement. Not only did
the percent of referrals to special education decrease withthe
increased use of the PIT Crew, those referralswere apparently more
accurate as well. The authors concluded that while theuse of the PIT
Crew should not discourage appropriate special education referrals,its
use appears to have provided teachers with the support they needed
in meeting the needs of Wisconsin Elementary School's diverse
population of children.44
Conclusion
The research presented thus far has provideda foundation upon which
to build this current research study. The first section of the literature
review focused on current research available on referrals to special
education assessment. Referrals to special educationare typically
made by the regular classroom teacher who is ina unique position to
see a variety of behaviors within the regular classroom setting.
Unfortunately, too many children are referred forreasons not even
associated with their learning or behavioral problem and endup being
placed in special education. Several strategies forinterrupting this
referral to placement processwere then offered, including the use of a
regular education pre-referral interventionprocess or regular
education pre-referral intervention team. A working definition,
supportive research and a model for the use of regular educationpre-
referral intervention teams was offered in the nextsection. While a
majority of State Departments of Education requireor recommend
their use, little is known about their effectiveness in limiting referrals
to special education.
In the third section of this literature review, researchon collaborative
consultation was presented to establish another working strategy for
regular education pre-referral interventions. In the fourthand final
section, empirical data were provided showing the impact of
collaborative consultation, or the consulting teacher model,as a45
regular education pre-referral intervention strategyon referral rates to
special education.In the research cited, referral rateswere reduced
as perhaps one of the consequences of implementinga collaborative
consultation regular education pre-referralintervention strategy.
Since the research appears to support theuse of a consulting teacher
model as an effective regular education pre-referralintervention
strategy (Graden, Casey & Bonstrom, 1985; Zins, Graden& Ponti,
1988), school districts will most likely belooking at this process for
their own programs. The successful implementationof this regular
education pre-referral intervention will require carefulplanning,
administrative support, increased collaboration betweenregular and
special education teachers as wellas extensive training for consultants
and consultation team members (Cancel li & Lange,1990; Graden,
Casey & Bonstrom, 1985; Reynolds, 1989; Zins,Graden & Ponti,
1988).
While the literature provided here supports theuse of the consulting
teacher model as a regular education pre-referralintervention strategy
for reducing referrals, this study soughtto build on that empirical
foundation. Through the collaborative efforts ofspecial educators,
regular educators, administration andparents, regular education pre-
referral strategies may indeed makea difference in the number and
accuracy of special education referrals (Zins & Ponti, 1987). Four
follow-up questions and suggestions for furtherresearch have been46
raised from the literature already cited; these questionsand
suggestions have helped shape the research question addressedin this
study. First, there is a need for the examination of the longterm
outcomes of the consulting teacher model as a regular educationpre-
referral intervention strategy (Nevin & Thousand, 1986;Zins, Graden
& Ponti, 1988; Zins & Ponti, 1990). Second, in orderto provide the
most consistent data, questions raised by the cited researchsuggests
that referral and verification rate datacome from within a single
school district (Graden, Casey & Bonstrom, 1985;Zins, Graden &
Ponti, 1988). Third, research by Lloyd, Crowley, Kohler& Strain
(1988) asks what the impact of this regular educationpre-referral
intervention would be if the research were designed tocompare
similar results from a control group. Finally, the fourth and fifth
recommendations from the research suggests that consistenttraining
of consultants (Cancel li & Lange, 1990; Zins &Ponti, 1990) and
voluntary administrative support (Zins, Graden & Ponti,1988; Zins &
Pont!, 1990) are both critical factors which willserve to reduce
referral rates to special education through theimplementation of the
consulting teacher model as a regular education pre-referral
intervention.47
Statement of the Problem
The current research is designed to examine the impact ofthe
consulting teacher model on referral and verificationrates in special
education. Using the model as a regular education pre-referral
intervention strategy, this research sought tocompare the number of
referrals for assessment in special education from schoolswhich
implemented the collaborative consultation model with comparable
numbers of referrals for assessment from schools which didnot
implement the model. A similar comparison of subsequent
verifications for special education placement will also bemade. There
are five features which make this research unique. These features
match the five questions and suggestions for furtherresearch which
were gathered from previous studies and listed above. First, the
consulting teacher model has been implemented in thePortland
Public School District since the 1985-86 schoolyear, providing five
years for examining the long term impact of the model. Second,
several additional schools have been added throughoutthis five year
period of time, offering a way to examine the impact of themodel
from within one school district. Third, thereare a sufficient number
of schools within the Portland Public SchoolDistrict (N = 89) to
collect referral and verification rate data from thepopulation of
schools which uses the model (N= 17), and from a randomly selected
comparison group of schools which does notuse the model (N = 30).
Since both the population and the comparisongroup come from the48
same school district, comparing the data from the population with
data from a sample will offer a control or comparison groupas part of
the research design. Fourth, the consultants were trained by two
professors from the Division of Special Education at Western Oregon
State College in Monmouth, Oregon. Drs. Staebler and Young provided
the consultant training over four years of this research study. Fifth,
and finally, the schools which participated in the building-level
implementation of this model had the support of the building
administrator; the decision to participate was a voluntaryone made by
the principal of each school.All of these unique features address the
questions and suggestions offered from previous research. Designinga
study which included these questions served to provide original
research in the field of special education.49
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
This chapter outlines the design of the present study.Following an
introductory paragraph designed to providean historical background
for the current research,a brief discussion of a related study will be
outlined. This related study was conducted todetermine whether any
differences existed between the academicachievement gains of school
children from schools with the consulting teachermodel and school
children from schools without the model. A detaileddescription of
the present study will then follow. Descriptions ofthe population of
schools which implemented the consulting teachermodel, the
selection procedures for the randomly selectedcomparison group
which did not implement the model and the datacollection
instruments and procedures will be offered next. Thechapter
concludes with a description of the data analysisprocedures.
Historical Perspective
The traditional service model for educatingchildren with disabilities
has been the resource room setting. This model,implemented in the
Portland Public School District, has long provideda way for children
to receive the educational services they needas well as a way for them
to remain in the regular classroom: thus meetingfederal and state50
directives to provide children withan appropriate education in the
least restrictive environment. On federal, state andlocal school
district levels, however, school administratorsand educational
researchers have been searching for alternativesto this traditional
model for a number of reasons:a lack of efficacy research to support a
resource room model over other service delivery models, thegrowing
numbers of referrals to special education, theincreased cost of the
entire referral to placement process and the difficultyinherent in
precisely identifying each disabling condition.
In order to address these fourconcerns, administrators in the
Portland Public School District first implementeda model for
providing interventions in the regular classroom forregular classroom
students. This model included training regulareducators and special
educators in the process of Collaborative Consultation.These
consultants worked with classroom teachersto implement
interventions in the regular classroom. Later, thetraining was
expanded to include interventions for children withdisabilities who
were able to be served in the regular classroom. Thetraining these
consultants received included skills in curricularmodifications,
effective teaching strategies and instructionaladaptations.
Portland Public School District called this modela regular education
intervention process since it began within regulareducation and took51
place either prior to a formal referral for special educationservices or
after the identification of a student with disabilities.Although the
consulting teacher model had been receivingsome empirical support
in the special education literature, it was not known whetherit
worked in the Portland Public Schools. One of thequestions raised by
Portland special education administratorswas whether the consulting
teacher model made a difference in the academicgains of children.
The following related study emerged from thatquestion.
A Related Study
A brief related study was conducted, in January, 1989,to quickly
examine whether any differences existed between theacademic test
scores of children in schools which implement the consulting teacher
model and the academic testscores of children in schools without the
model. Specifically, the purpose of the related studywas to contrast
school wide achievement testscores with the projected outcome to
indicate a greater increase in achievementscores for the schools
which implement the consulting teacher model.
Fourteen schools which had implemented the consultingteacher
model were matched with fourteen schools whichhad not
implemented the model. All schoolswere from Portland Public
School District (N = 89). These schoolswere specifically matched on
the basis of five variables:level of school (elementary or middle52
school), Low Income Allocation percentage, StabilityIndex and
whether the school had Project Read and/or ChapterI.Matching the
schools on the presence of these five variableswas thought to provide
a similar background description of all the schools selected.
The school wide achievementscores in reading, math and language
were collected for each of the 28 schools for theyears 1985-86,
1986-87 and 1987-88. The schoolyear 1980-81 was also used as a
baseline measure since none of the schools hadimplemented the
model during that year. Meanscores in achievement for each grade
(third through eighth) for each schoolwere examined. The mean
scores from fall testing were subtracted from themean scores from
spring testing in the academic areas of reading, math andlanguage
usage. Differences between the means were then calculatedbetween
matched schools. No apparent differenceswere found to favor the
academic growth of children in the consultingteacher model schools.
While the results from this related studywere limited by several
factors (e.g., academic gainswere measured by school rather than by
individual, the limited implementation of the consultingteacher
model and the general nature of the achievementtest data), these
results did confirm the findings of Miller andSabatino (1978) who
found no significant differences between the academicgains of
children taught in a resourceroom setting and those taught through a53
consulting teacher model. Miller and Sabatino (1978) noted,however,
that gains were made within the self-reported attitudes andthe
numbers of positive interactions made by the regular classroom
teachers toward the children with disabilities in their classrooms.
Differences in the academic gains of children whoreceive direct
services (resource room) and children who receive indirectservices
(consultant) have been found to favor the consultant modelin two
other research studies. Wixson (1980), compared theacademic
differences in children with learning disabilities who hadbeen given
either direct or indirect services. Wixson found that thenumber of
successful individual programs was higher for indirectservices than
for direct services. Cochrane and Ballard (1986)also found results
favoring indirect services. Cochrane,a school psychologist, worked as
a consultant to provide collaborative assistance to the regular
classroom teacher for five children inan Australian public school. The
children gained an average of 6.4 readingrecovery levels (books) and
demonstrated an accelerated gain in reading ability noticedby both
their teachers and their parents. While the authors concludedthat a
consulting teacher model served to increase academicgains in
reading, the costs of such a programwere very demanding. Consultant
training, extensive follow-up meetings, support from administrators
and adequate funding were all variables which must beconsidered
before implementing such a programas the consulting teacher model54
(Cochrane & Ballard, 1986).
Through the process of examining the literature and datafor this
related project, it became apparent thata relationship between the
numbers of referrals to special educational services and thenumber of
years each consulting teacher school participated on the model might
exist.It seemed, in several of the schools, that the longer theschool
participated on the consulting teacher model, the fewer referrals
there were to special education. The focus of thispresent research
study emerged from these initial observations.55
The Current Research Study
This research study emerged from the initial combinedefforts of
regular educators, special educators and highereducators. The first
step was to meet with key special education administratorsfrom
Portland who were interested in the study. Theseadministrators
helped to identify other key groups of people todiscuss, support and
focus the research question. Other meetingswere held with special
education supervisors, school psychologists, specialeducation
research staff and consulting teachers. Thesemeetings were
structured to further refine the research question andto obtain final
approval for implementing the study in the PortlandPublic School
District.
Population of schools which implemented theconsulting teacher
model. The first step in the design of thecurrent research study was
to collect relevant information about the population ofconsulting
teacher schools in the Portland Public SchoolDistrict. Beginning with
the 1985-86 school year, special educationschool district
administration began to look at the consulting teachermodel as both a
regular education pre-referral interventionstrategy and as a service
delivery option for its children with disabilities.Principals from six
schools (four elementary,one middle and one high school)
volunteered to begin this model in their schoolsduring the 1985-86
school year. Special education school districtadministration provided56
5.0 Full Time Equivalence (FTE) personnel for the consulting teacher
positions; 4.50 FTE personnel were hired for building implementation
and one person was hired for a half time (0.50 r rt,) program chair
position to administrate the implementation of the model at a district
level. The 4.50 Fit, was divided among the six original schools.
Individual principals could choose to supplement that FTE out of their
own building budget if they determined that more was needed. For
the second year of implementation (1986-87), four more schools were
added (one elementary, two middle and one high school), although no
more FTE was provided by the special education district
administration. The initial selection process for the second year was
the same as the first--building principal interest, support and available
FTE. The remaining schools were added to the population of
consulting teacher schools in a similar manner: the third year of
implementation (1987-88) added six more schools (three elementary
and three middle schools) and the fourth year of implementation
(1988-89) added one new middle school, for a total population of 17
schools (eight elementary, seven middle and two high schools)
receiving training on the consulting teacher model.
Training. One teacher from each of the six original consulting teacher
schools attended an initial half day workshop in the fall of 1985. The
focus of this workshop was to introduce the consulting teachers to the
concept of collaboration and how it fit into the special education57
service delivery options offered by the school district.Additional
workshops and inserviceswere provided throughout the year on a
variety of topics.(A complete list of the major objectivesis recorded
in Appendix A). At the conclusion of theseworkshops, the
participants were able to:
1.define the collaborative model of consultationand contrast it with
the expert model and the advocacy model.
2.discuss the research and theoretical base forcollaborative
consultation.
3.list the major advantages of andconcerns about the consultant
model of service delivery.
4.describe and identify theprocess of change and stages of
emotional reaction to change withina group.
5.determine their communication and leadershipstyles and the
communication and leadership styles of others.
6.discuss how the learning characteristics ofadults differ from
children.
7.integrate knowledge about communication andleadership styles,
adult learning characteristics and the changeand consulting
processes.
8.identify the steps in the problem solvingprocess.
9.identify the major components of thecoping process and
differentiate between coping and changing.58
10. differentiate the six types of individuals whoare difficult; identify
and apply the appropriate coping strategy.
11. develop a building data collection plan and needsassessment
survey.
12. introduce the collaborative model of consultationto building staff.
13. identify appropriate data collection proceduresto document
growth in teacher and student skills and changesin both
building-level and systems-level efforts towardcollaboration.
14. identify and provide for needs for follow-upworkshops, inservices
and technical assistance.
Some of the workshops were designed just forconsulting teachers,
other workshops were designed for the schoolbuilding team. The
training for these six initial schoolswas conducted for four years by
two college professors from the Division ofSpecial Education at
Western Oregon State College in Monmouth,Oregon. Subsequent
training, beginning with the 1989-90 schoolyear, was continued by
the 0.50 FIE program chair.
Selection procedures for the comparisongroup which did not
implement the consulting teacher model. After thepopulation of
consulting teacher schools had been identified,a randomly selected
comparison group of 30 schools without theconsulting teacher model
was selected from the 72 remaining schools within thesame school59
district (N = 89). These schoolswere selected in the fall of 1990
using a table of random numbers which madea total of 47 schools
participating in this study.It was then determined that thepresence
of those same five variables addressedin the related study--level of
school (elementary, middle, or high school), LowIncome Allocation (a
brief description of each of these variablesis offered in Appendix B),
Stability Index, Project Read and Chapter I--offereda sensible
description of all schools within the district.Two additional variables,
the presence of an ESL/Bilingual Program and/oran Alternative
Education Program were added at this timeto further describe the
schools selected. Several different statisticaltests were conducted to
determine whether or not the comparisongroup schools were similar
to the population of consulting teacher schools:
1.A Chi Square Goodness of Fit for MultinomialDistribution was
conducted to determine if the distribution of levelof school
(elementary, middle, or high school) in thecomparison group was
equal to the distribution of age in the knownconsulting teacher
population. No differenceswere found (X2 = 2.476, with 2 df and
corresponding p > 0.700).
2.A one sample t-test was done to determine ifthe mean of the
comparison group was the same as that of the populationof
consulting teacher schools with respect to LowIncome Allocation60
and Stability Index. No differenceswere found (Low Income
Allocation: comparison group X= 29.27, population 5C = 34.00,
comparison group sd = 15.03, population sd= 15.04; t =0.017,
with 29 df and correspondingp = 0.987 and Stability Index:
comparison group X = 77.30, population X= 76.22, comparison
group sd = 9.95, population sd = 9.62; t= 0.006, with 29 df and
corresponding p = 0.995).
3.A u-test for testing the Mean of a Binomial Populationwas
conducted on each of the remaining variablesto determine
whether any differences existed between thecomparison group
and the population of consulting teacher schoolswith respect to
the presence of Project Read, Chapter I,an ESL/Bilingual Program
and/or an Alternative Education Program. Nodifferences were
found (Project Read u=0.897 with corresponding p > 0.368,
Chapter I u = 0.575 with correspondingp = 0.547, ESL/Bilingual
u = 1.000 with corresponding p > 0.317 and Alternative Program
u =0.143 with corresponding p> 0.841).
Following the completion of these tests, itwas determined that with
respect to these seven variables therewas no difference between the
comparison group and the population of consulting teacherschools.
These statistical tests suggest thatany differences in referral and
verification rates between the comparisongroup and the population of61
consulting teacher schools are due to factors other than theseseven
variables. One of the possible factors might be theimplementation of
the consulting teacher model.
Definitions. Several terms and phrases will be consistentlyused to
describe the research design and research questionsin the current
study. Four of those phrases will be defined in thissection.
The dependent variable for this studywas the number of children in
the process. This phrase, children in theprocess, referred to
children in both the consulting teacher schools and thecomparison
group schools who were either in the discussion stage, the regular
education pre-referral intervention stage (B-1), theassessment stage
(B-3) or the verification stage (B-5). Amore complete description of
these four stages is found in the Data CollectionInstruments and
Procedures section of this chapter.
The impact of the dependent variablewas measured against three
factors. Those three factorswere:
1.Team Decision Points. Team Decision Points referredto
one or all of the stages in the process outlined above. A building level
team of people made decisions about whether tomove a child from
the discussion stage to the regular education pre-referralintervention
stage (B-1) to the assessment stage (B-3) and to the verificationstage62
(B-5). The Team Decision Points servedas one of three factors in this
study.
2.Type of School. The type of school referred to whetheror
not a school implemented the consulting teacher model.Schools
which implemented the modelwere called consulting teacher schools.
Schools which did not implement the modelwere called comparison
group schools. The type of school servedas the second of three
factors in this study.
3.Year. The year referred to whichyear the data were
collected from the consulting teacher schoolsand the comparison
group schools. The years in this studywere school years which began
with 1987-88, 1988-89 and 1989-90. Theyear served as the third of
three factors in this study.
Research Questions. Thepurpose of this study was to examine the
referral and verification rates to special educationin schools which
implemented a consulting teacher model. Thedata were collected
from the population of schools which implementedthe model
(N = 17) and compared with similar data froma comparison group of
schools which did not implement the model (N= 30).All schools
were from the Portland Public School District.It was hypothesized
that while the schools with the consulting teachermodel will have
fewer referrals to special education, thepercentage of those referrals
verifying as eligible for service willincrease.Specifically, three63
questions were addressed in the data analysis. Theywere as follows:
1.a) Would there be a difference between the consulting
teacher and comparison group schools with respectto
the number of children in the process?
b) Would there be a difference among the threeyears with
respect to the number of children in the process?
c) Would there be a difference among the threeTeam
Decision Points with respect to the number of children
in the process?
2. Within the consulting teacher schools, would there bea
difference between the referral rateaccuracy and the
length of time on the model?
3. When referral rate accuracy is examined byyear, would there
be a difference between the consulting teacher and
comparison group schools?
Data Collection Instruments and Procedures. Throughoutthis
research study, five different data collection instruments and
procedures were used:(a) the Portland Public School District forms,
(b) a Data Collection Form designed specifically for thisresearch,64
(c) the written minutes from the Building ScreeningCommittee
meetings, (d) the annual federally required Decembercensus which
reports children who verified for special education services and (e)an
interview form, also designed specifically for this research.In the
following section, each instrument will be described andthe
procedures for employing it will be outlined. While all fivedata
collection instruments were available, notevery procedure was
implemented in every school; some schools did notrequire each form.
How and when each instrument and procedurewas used will also be
described in the next section. The final paragraph of thissection
summarizes an important finding from the Data Collection Formin
regard to the use of Portland's regular education pre-referral
intervention form (B-1).
Portland Public School District Forms. Theprocess of referring a
child for potential special education services in Portlandbegan within
the regular education system. Each school hada team of people,
called the Building Screening Committee (BSC), whomet several
times each month to discuss children.Certified school personnel ora
parent who had a concern about a child could refer that childto the
BSC. This concern could be academicor career/vocational as well as
an articulation or behavior problem. Members of the BSC varied from
school to school, but generally consisted of the schoolpsychologist, a
social worker, a diagnostic specialist, the speech pathologist,an65
administrator from regular education, classroom teachers and,
occasionally, the student's parents.At some point a decision was
made by the BSC or the classroom teacher to complete the firstform,
a regular education pre-referral form called the B-1. The BSC would
then determine the next best step in theprocess, making one of four
recommendations:
1. refer to special education for formal assessment,
2. complete a B-3 (Prior Notice and Parent Consent for Evaluation),
3. continue in current placement and implement other
interventions or
4. refer to ESL/Bilingual for formal assessment.
If the BSC made either of the first two recommendations,the student
was referred for formal special educational assessment byway of the
second form, the B-3. The B-3, Prior Notice and ParentConsent for
Evaluation, must be completed by the parent when the first
recommendation was selected. Parents who attended theBSC
meeting and agreed to formal special education assessment signedthe
B-3 at that time (recommendation #2). Children whocontinued in the
current placement (recommendation #3) were consideredto remain
at the B-1 level for the time being and were not referred forspecial
education assessment. These children could be referredat a later
time or possibly never referred at all.Children who were referred for
ESL/Bilingual assessment (recommendation #4)were referred to the66
appropriate specialist; ESL/Bilingual children are not covered under
the same federal or state guidelines which serve children with
disabilities.
The third school district form which was essential to this research
was the B-5, The Eligibility Statement. Only those children whowere
referred and tested had this form completed. This form noted,
following formal assessment, if the childwas verified as eligible for
special educational services. Therewas also a place on the B-5 to note
those children who were tested but did not verifyas eligible for
special education services. In most of the schools, the decisionto
verify a student as needing special education serviceswas made by the
BSC. In several schools, however, the decision to verifywas made by a
different team of people, the Multidisciplinary Team (MDT).This
MDT typically consisted of a building administrator, regularclassroom
teacher(s), the counselor, the appropriate specialist(s) and theperson
who administered the eligibility assessment battery. Ina few cases,
the BSC and the MDT consisted of the same people; they simply
served in a different role.
The BSC made several decisions on each individual child. Those
decisions covered whether it was appropriate tomove from the initial
discussion stage to the regular education pre-referralprocess (B-1) to
the formal assessment process (B-3) to the verificationprocess (B-5).67
These decisions were referred toas Team Decision Points.(All
Portland B-forms are reproduced in AppendixC.) Frequency counts
for each of these Team Decision Pointswere collected on a Data
Collection Form from every school.
Data Collection Form. A Data Collection Formwas developed with the
approval and input of the consulting teacheradministrator and other
key administrators in the Portland schools.The form was sent in mid-
December, 1990, to the Chair of each BSCin the 47 schools
participating in the study (Appendix D). The DataCollection Form was
accompanied by a cover letter which describedthe research and
provided a description of the district'sapproval for the research study
to be conducted (Appendices E and F).
The Data Collection Form, designed specificallyfor this research,
asked for frequency counts of referral and verificationrate data over a
three year period of time (1987-88,1988-89, 1989-90). These four
questions were designed to follow the steps forspecial instruction
services outlined by school district personnel.The procedure for
obtaining these special instructionservices begins within the regular
education process and concludes, following theBSC and parental
decision for formal special educationassessment, within the special
education process. The Data CollectionForm for this study was
designed to follow the process of children fromregular education pre-68
referral to eligibility.
The first group of data collectionquestions (#1-6) were designed to
describe the use of the B-1. The nextgroup of questions were
designed to collect frequency counts forthe B-1, B-3 and B-5process
over the three selected school years: question #7 askedhow many
different children were discussed at theBSC meetings; question #8
asked how many of those children discussedat BSC meetings had a
B-1 form completed; question #9 askedhow many of the children with
B-ls were determined to need testing andtherefore had a B-3
completed; and finally, question #10 askedhow many of those tested
children eventually were verifiedas eligible for special education
services. These frequency countswere collected from each school for
the selected schoolyears of 1987-88, 1988-89 and 1989-90.
In mid-January, 1990, a follow-uptelephone call was made to each of
the BSC Chairs. This callwas made to ensure that each BSC Chair
received the Data Collection Form,understood its purpose and to ask
if they had any questions aboutit. In some schools, the Data Collection
Form had been passed on to anotherperson. That person was then
also contacted by phone. Duringmost of these follow-up phone calls,
the BSC Chair reported that the DataCollection Form had been
completed by the Chairor by the BSC during one of their meetings.
The Chair then either returned thecompleted form by mailor69
reported the requested numbersover the telephone.
In the other schools, however, severaladditional telephone callswere
needed to complete the collection ofdata. In a few of these schools,
the completed Data Collection Formwas mailed and returned. In
other cases, the BSC Chair requestedassistance for collecting the data.
When assistance for collecting thedata was requested, the next data
collection instrument and procedurewas implemented.
Minutes from BSC Meetings. Duringeach building BSC meeting,one
person on the committee (usually the Chair) developedan agenda and
took written minutesor notes of the meeting. These minutes
consisted of all decisions made by theBSC as well as thenames of any
children who were discussedat each team meeting. The team
discussions included noting in theminutes which children were in
the process of assessment (B-3) andwhich children had verified for
special education services (B-5).
When the BSC Chair requestedassistance in the data collection, the
minutes from these meetingswere examined and names of children
copied down. Notationswere made on whether these childrenwere
simply discussed at thesemeetings or whether they had continuedon
through the regular education pre-referralstage (B-1), the assessment
stage (B-3) or the verification stage (B-5).Minutes from each meeting70
were usually collected in a notebook and labeledwith the school year;
notebooks from the 1987-88, 1988-89and 1989-90 schoolyear were
examined.
In most cases, the names of childrenwere fairly easy to track through
this process (discussion to B-1 to B-3to B-5).If a child's name
appeared within the minutes showingthat the process had been
completed within oneyear, the child was added to the original Data
Collection Form for that year.If the process had not beencompleted
within one year, the childwas counted for whatever part of the
process had been completed. For example, ifa child had been
discussed and recommended by theBSC for a regular educationpre-
referral intervention (B-1) during the1987-88 school year, that child
would be counted for those firsttwo steps in the process.If that same
child was referred for assessment(B-3) and verification (B-5) during
the next year, the 1988-89 schoolyear, the last two steps would be
counted during that nextyear. The names of children who were not
able to be tracked throughout theentire process were noted and
tracked on the next data collectioninstrument and procedure.
Federally Required December Census.In the few schools which asked
for assistance with the collection ofdata, a separate procedurewas
used to gather the requested numbers.This fourth procedure for
collecting the data began withnoting the names of children whowere71
discussed at building level BSC meetings.When a child's name could
be carried through the discussionstage, the regular educationpre-
referral stage (B-1), the assessmentstage (B-3) and the verification
stage (B-5), the child was countedon the original Data Collection
Form. If the child's name could not befollowed through thisprocess,
the federally required Decembercensus was used to verify the names.
Each year, in December, the federalgovernment requires that a
complete count of the numbers of childrenreceiving special education
services be sent to the U. S. Office of SpecialEducation and
Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) in Washington,D. C. While the names
of the children are not sent directlyto the federal government, the
names are collected by the Portland Public SchoolDistrict in order to
provide an accurate count to OSERS.These lists of names are
collected yearly and are held at theDistrict Administration Offices.
The Portland Public School Districtcensus of all children who
received special education servicesin the 1987-88, 1988-89 and
1989-90 school years were examined forthis fourth data collection
instrument and procedure.
When a child's name could not betracked through the entireprocess,
the first step was to ask classroomand special education teacher(s) if
they knew or remembered how muchof the process had been
completed. Most of the trackingprocess was completed in this72
manner. The other children's names were cross-referenced withthe
December census count at the school districtadministration offices.
If, for example, a child was mentionedin the BSC minutes as having
been discussed and a regular education pre-referralform (B-1)
completed, but could not be trackedany further, the child's name was
searched within the Decembercensus count records.If the child's
name appeared within the census records, the childwas counted
under both the assessment (B-3) category andthe verification (B-5)
category. Federal laws governing the dueprocess rights of disabled
children require that a parent must providewritten permission for
eligibility assessments; therefore, ifa child verified (B-5) for services,
the child would already have been assessed (B-3).If the child's name
was not in the December census, the child was recorded forwhatever
steps could be documented.
The Interview Form. The last data collection formwas sent to only
those schools with the collaborative consultationmodel (N = 17)
(Appendix G). The purpose of this second formwas to provide a more
accurate picture of how the consulting teacher schoolswere
implementing the model: question #1 asked fora listing and ranking
of who the consultant consults with;question #2 asked for a weekly
average of the number of children consulted about;question #3 asked
how many hours in a daywas spent consulting; question #4 asked for73
the level of administrative support for the consultingteacher model;
and question #5 asked for the number of peopleon the BSC and
whether those team members had received thetraining offered by the
school district for the consulting teacher model.
Summary of Findings on the B-1 Form. During thisdata collection
process, it was apparent from the first set of questions (#1 through
#6) in the Data Collection Form and fromfollow-up telephone
conversations, that the B-1 form was used inan inconsistent manner
across the schools. Because of this inconsistency, itwas determined
that the B-1 would not be included in the dataanalysis. The most
accurate data analysis would come from the data collectedon the
numbers of children discussed, the numbers of referralsfor formal
assessment (B-3) and the numbers of children found eligible for
special education services (B-5).
Data Analysis. After the datawere collected, the statistical analysis was
broken down into three sections which addressedthe three questions
asked. Data were analyzed througha repeated measures Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) or Analysis of Covariance (ANCOV).The ANOVA
analysis was selected because it would determinewhether or not the
variances from this repeated measure analysiswere the same (Winer,
1971).If significant differenceswere found within the ANOVA or
ANCOV, then a test of multiple comparison wouldbe employed. The74
Newman-Keuls test of multiple comparisonwas selected for this
purpose since it is conservative and powerful enoughto protect
against false claims of significance at the 0.05level (Winer, 1971).If
significant differenceswere found following the Newman-Keuls, thena
linear contrast test would be usedto examine the more complex
comparisons among the means (Winer, 1971).
Question #1. This first question required theanalysis of descriptive
data gathered on schools with the consultationmodel and the
comparison group of schools without the model.This data offered
average numbers (means) of children discussed,children who were
formally assessed (B-3) and childrenwho verified (B-5) for special
education services. The three parts of thisquestion addressed the
simple effects of the three factors:(a) consulting teacheror
comparison group schools, (b) year and (c) TeamDecision Points. The
combined effects of these three factorswere examined in the form of
three two-way interactions andone three-way interaction. These
interactions compared the patterns of the dependentvariable for all
levels of one factor, at each level ofthe remaining factors. Statistically
significant simple and combined effectswill be presented in baror
line graph form.
Question #2. The second section of statisticalanalysis required the
comparison which was made within the consultingteacher schools. A75
repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)was conducted to
examine the relationship between referral rateaccuracy and length of
time that each consulting teacher school participatedin the
consulting teacher model. Themean percent of referral rate accuracy
in these consulting teacher schoolswas plotted against the number of
years the schools were on the model. This graph indicatesany
changes over time in the impact of the consultingteacher model on
referral rate accuracy in the population ofschools with the consulting
teacher model.
Question #3. The third part of the analysis involvedexamining the
accuracy of referral and verification percentages in both the consulting
teacher schools and the comparisongroup schools across the school
years. A repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)was
conducted to determine if therewere any significant differences
between the consulting teacher andcomparison group schools with
respect to the referral rate accuracyacross the school years. The mean
percent of referral rate accuracy in both the consultingteacher
schools and the comparison group schoolswere plotted against the
school years. The graph for this question indicatesany significant
differences over the schoolyears in the impact of the consulting
teacher model on referral rateaccuracy.76
Conclusion
Through the collection and analysis of referral and verificationrate
data over a three year period of time in both the population ofschools
with the consulting teacher model and thecomparison group of
schools without the model in the Portland Public SchoolDistrict
patterns of referral and verification rate would presumablyemerge.It
was projected that the referral rate data in the population of schools
which implement the consultation model would decreaseover the
number of years on the model, while verificationrate data would
increase. The referral and verification rates for the sample ofschools
which did not implement the consultation model would,it was
hypothesized, stay the same over thissame time period. Several
preliminary statistical analyses were conductedon these two
independent groups of schools, indicatingno significant differences
existed between them across seven influential variables.77
RESULTS
This chapter outlines the results from thepresent study. Each of the
three research questions will be stated, followedby a description of
the data analysis used and results found.Summary statements,
discussion and interpretations of the data willbe addressed in the
next chapter.
Question #1
a) Would there be a difference between theconsulting teacher
and comparison group schools withrespect to the number of
children in the process?
b) Would there be a differenceamong the three years with
respect to the number of children in theprocess?
c) Would there be a differenceamong the three Team Decision
Points with respect to the number of childrenin the
process?
A repeated measures Analysis of Covariance(ANCOV) was conducted
on the data (Table 1).In all schools, yearly enrollmentwas included
in the model as a covariate to adjust forany possible effect these78
Table 1
ANCOV Table for the Number of Children in the Processand Type of
School. Team Decision Points and Year (IncludesEnrollment as a
Covariate)
Source of df Mean F Significance Variation Squares of F
Type of School 1 13.86136 0.01 0.9389 Enrollment 1 4667.92580 2.00 0.1645 Error 42 2331.59931
Team Decision Points 2 28205.24471 43.41 0.0001
Team Decision Points 2 2660.75089 4.10 0.0200* X Type of School
Error 86 649.72362
Year 2 854.47590 4.70 0.0116
Year X Type of School 2 907.11402 4.98 0.0090* Enrollment 1 370.58032 2.04 0.1572 Error 85 181.64209
Team Decision Points 4 50.55902 0.55 0.6969 X Year
Team Decision Points 4 160.79112 1.76 0.1392
X Year X Type of School
Error 172 91.39202
Total 404
* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01
factors may have had on the dependent variable.There were three
parts to this first research question, each focusingon a simple effect
of one of three factors. These factorswere (a) consulting teacher or
comparison group school, (b) year and (c) the Team DecisionPoints.79
The dependent variable was the number of childrenin the process.
Significant effects were found for the simple effects ofTeam Decision
Points and year. These two simple effects will be furtherexamined
since each is involved in a statistically significant interaction.
Several combined effects were also examined; threetwo-way
interactions and one three-way interaction. Two two-wayinteractions
were found to be statistically significant.
The first interaction. The first significant effectinvolved the
interaction between Team Decision Points and thetype of school
(consulting teacher school or comparisongroup school), with
p = 0.0200. The differences among the Team Decision Points for the
consulting teacher schools were not thesame as the differences
among Team Decision Points for the comparisongroup schools. This
interaction is displayed in the following bar graph (Figure 1).
A Newman-Keuls test of multiple comparisonswas conducted to
further examine the means for differences (Table 2).The number of
children discussed in the consulting teacher schools(approximately
47 children) was statistically greater than the numberof children
involved in the process at any other TeamDecision Point--for either
the consulting teacher schoolsor the comparison group schools. The
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Figure 1. The Number of Children Discussed, Assessed and Found
Eligible in the Consulting Teacher and Comparison Group Schools for
1987-1990.
(approximately 36 children) was also greater than the number of
children assessed (B-3) and verified (B-5) at either the consulting
teacher schools or comparison group schools. No other statistical
differences were found.
A linear contrast analysis was conducted to further examine the
decrease between the number of children discussed and the number
assessed (B-3) in the consulting teacher schools and the decrease
between the number of children discussed and the number assessed
(B-3) in the comparison group schools. This decreasewas found to be81
Table 2
Significant Differences Found in the Number of ChildrenDiscussed
When omparing Consulting Teacher Schools withComparison Group
Schools for 1987-1990.
Team Decision Points Mean Number of schools
Consulting Teacher Schools
Discussed 47.12 17
Assessed (B-3) 15.73 a 17
Verified (B-5) 11.78 a 17
Comparison Group Schools
Discussed 36.02 30
Assessed (B-3) 21.51 a 30
Verified (B-5) 15.73 a 30
Column Means followed by the same letterare not statistically different, p < 0.05,
Newman-Keuls Multiple Comparison Test.
statistically significant, p= 0.0300. Within the consulting teacher
schools, the difference between the number of childrendiscussed
(47) and the number assessed (16)was statistically greater than the
number of children discussed (36) and the numberassessed (22) in
the comparison group schools. An estimate ofthis difference between
discussed and assessed in the consulting teacher (4716 = 31) and
comparison group (36- 22 = 14) schools was a decrease of 17
children (3114 = 17).Seventeen fewer children were assessed in
the consulting teacher schools than thecomparison group schools.
The second interaction. The second combinedeffect or interaction82
was found between the school year and the type of school (consulting
teacher or comparison group). The differences foundbetween the
school years for the consulting teacher schoolswere not the same as
the differences among theyears for the comparison group schools.
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Figure 2. Number of Children in the Process inConsulting Teacher
Schools and Comparison Group Schools for 1987-1990.
A Newman-Keuls test of multiple comparisonswas conducted to
further examine the means for differences (Table3). The 1987-88
school year in the consulting teacher schoolswas found to be
statistically greater than the 1989-90 schoolyear for both the
comparison group and consulting teacher schools.83
Table 3
Significant Differences Found in the 1987-1990 SchoolYears When
Comparing the Number of Children in the Process in Consulting
















Column Means followed by the same letterare not statistically different, p < 0.05,
Newman-Keuls Multiple Comparison Test.
To further examine the differences in the patterns ofconsulting
teacher and comparison group schools,a linear contrast analysis was
conducted between the school years.Differences between the
1987-88, 1988-89 and 1989-90 schoolyears were examined. A
statistical difference in the consulting teacher schoolswas found for
the 1987-88 school year, p= 0.0239. Within the consulting teacher
schools, the difference between the 1987-88 and 1988-89school
years (30.18 - 25.29 = 4.89) was approximately five children. Within
the comparison groups schools, the difference betweenthe 1987-88
and 1988-89 school years (23.8925.81 =1.92) was approximately84
two children. An estimate of the difference between theconsulting
teacher and comparison group schools for the 1987-88school year
was seven children. Seven more children were in theprocess in
between the 1987-88 and 1988-89 schoolyears in the consulting
teacher schools over the comparison group schools.85
Question #2
Within the consulting teacher schools, would there bea
difference between the referral rate accuracy and the length of
time on the model?
A repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)was performed on
the consulting teacher school data (Table 4).Initially, yearly
enrollment was included in the model asa covariate to adjust for any
possible effect this factor may have on referral rate. Enrollmentwas
found to have no effect on referral rate,so it was not included as a
covariate.
Table 4
ANOVA Table for Referral Rate and Length of Timeon the Model
Source of df Mean F Significance
Variation Squares of F
Length of time on model 5 170.933 3.089 0.0230*




** p < 0.01
Referral rate accuracy was obtained by calculatinga percentage of86
those children who were found eligible to those who were assessed
(B-5/B-3). These percentages are displayed graphically on a graph
(Figure 3).
The consulting teacher schools are included in the analysis only for
the number of years they participated on the model. For example, one
of the high schools began the consulting teacher model in 1985,
therefore the referral rate accuracy data from this school would
appear as part of the averages across all five years. One of the
elementary schools, however, began the consulting teacher model in
1987, so the referral rate accuracy data from this school would appear
as part of the averages for years one, two and three only.
Length of time on the model was found to have a significant effect on
referral rate accuracy, p = 0.0230. The means were further examined,
using a test of multiple comparison, to determine where differences
among the five years existed. A statistically significant increase in
referral rate accuracy was found between years three and four and a
statistically significant decrease in referral rate accuracy was found
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Figure 3. Referral Rate Accuracy in the Consulting TeacherSchools
According to the Number of Yearson the Model.
Table 5
Significant Differences Found in Referral RateAccuracy According to
Length of Time on the Model.
Length of time Number of
on the Model Mean Schools
1 year 60.98 a 7
2 years 64.93 a b 1 1
3 years 69.29 a b 16
4 years 83.23 c 10
5 years 72.73 b 6
Column Means followed by the same letterare not statistically different, p = 0.05,
Newman-Keuls Multiple Comparison Test.88
Question #3
When referral rate accuracy is examined byyear, would there be
a difference between the consulting teacher and comparison
group schools?
A repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)was conducted on
the data (Table 5).Initially, yearly enrollment was included in the
model as a covariate to adjust forany effect this factor may have had on
referral rate accuracy. Enrollmentwas found to have no effect on
referral rate, so it was not includedas a covariate.
Table 6
ANOVA Table for Referral Rate by Year
Source of df Mean F Significance Variation Squares of F
Type of School 1 274.64577 0.19 0.6656 Error 43 1450.37834
Year 2 276.02552 1.31 0.2761
School X Year 2 639.26464 3.03 0.0537 Error 86 211.25352
Total 134
*p < 0.05
" p < 0.0189
Referral rate accuracy was obtained by calculatinga percentage of
those children who were found eligible to thosewho were assessed
(B-5/B-3). Percent of referral rateaccuracy for both consulting
teacher and comparison group schools, for all threeyears, are
presented in a both a chart (Table 7) anda graph (Figure 4). No
significant interactions were found between thetype of school and the
school year.
Table 7
Percent of Referral Rate Accuracy for the ConsultingTeacher Schools
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Figure 4. Percent of Referral Rate Accuracy in the Consulting Teacher
Schools from 1987-1990.91
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this studywas to examine the impact of a collaborative
consultation model on referral and verificationrates to special
education. The data were collectedover a three year period of time
from the population of schools whichimplemented the model and
compared with similar data froma comparison group of schools which
did not implement the model. All schoolswere from the Portland,
Oregon, Public School District. More specifically,three research
questions were addressed in the design and dataanalysis. These
questions examined (a) the impact of the collaborativeconsultation
model on the number of children in theprocess, (b) the longitudinal
impact of the collaborative consultation modelon referral rate
accuracy and (c) the referral rate accuracy differences between
collaborative consultation model schools andcomparison group
schools.
This final chapter outlines each specificresearch question, describes
and summarizes the results, discusses theimplications of those results
and concludes with suggestions for furtherresearch in the application
of collaborative consultationas a regular education pre-referral
intervention.92
Question #1
A summary of the results. The first researchquestion had three parts,
each focusing on a simple effect between the dependentvariable and
one of three factors. The dependent variable was the number of
children in the process; the three factorswere (a) consulting teacher
school or comparison group school, (b)year and (c) Team Decision
Points.Statistically significant differenceswere found for the simple
effects of Team Decision Points andyear. These two simple effects
were examined more closely through several statistical analyses.
The first significant effect involved theinteraction between the Team
Decision Points and the type of school. A statisticallygreater number
of children were discussed in the consultingteacher schools than in
the comparison group schools. The number ofchildren discussed in
the comparison group schoolswas also greater than the number of
children assessed and verified at either theconsulting teacher or
comparison group schools. An estimate of the differencebetween the
number of children discussed and the number ofchildren assessed
was a decrease of 17. From the number of children discussed,17
fewer children were assessed in the consultingteacher schools than
the comparison group schools.
The second significant effect involved theinteraction between school
year and type of school (consulting teacher or comparisongroup93
school). The number of children in theprocess in the consulting
teacher schools was found to be statistically greaterin the 1987-88
school year than the number of children in theprocess for the
1989-90 school year for both comparisongroup and consulting
teacher schools. An estimate of the difference betweenthe 1987-88
and 1988-89 school years wasan increase of seven children in the
consulting teacher over the comparisongroup schools. No statistical
differences were found between the 1988-89 and1989-90 school
year.
Implications. This first research question analyzedeach factor
(consulting teacher or comparisongroup school, year and Team
Decision Points) against the dependent variable (thenumber of
children in the process). This question searched forsimple effects
within a very global research question--woulddifferences be found
between the dependent variable and each factor?While differences
were not found within the direct interaction of each factor and the
dependent variable, differenceswere found within the interactions
and components of this global question.
First Interaction. The first interaction foundstatistically significant
differences between the Team Decision Pointsand the type of school.
More specifically, differenceswere found for both types of schools
(consulting teacher and comparison group)in the Team Decision94
Point of discussion. Significantlymore children were discussed within
the regular education process in both types ofschools. Schools with
the collaborative consultation model, however,discussed an average of
17 more children than schools without the model.
The implications of this first findingare tremendous in terms of
addressing the purpose of implementinga regular education pre-
referral process. The primarypurpose for establishing this regular
education process is to providea means for regular classroom teachers
to identify, problem solve and implementstrategies for keeping
children in the regular classroom; thisprocess encourages the
communication and interaction of educators. Portland PublicSchool
District started the BSC in order to meet thisexact goal. This first
finding provided empirical support to thepurpose and concept of a
regular education pre-referralprocess. Through the implementation
of the BSC in Portland, teachers worked withina process to discuss,
share ideas and provide alternative interventionsfor the children in
their classrooms. This process, in both the consultingteacher and
comparison group schools, worked. A significantlygreater number of
children were discussed thanwere assessed or verified. This regular
education pre-referral processmay keep children from being
misidentified; the processmay indeed keep them in the least
restrictive environment, the regular classroom.95
While there was a statistically significantdifference between the
number of children discussed and the number ofchildren at any other
Team Decision Point (assessedor verified) at both schools, there was
also a significant difference between the numberof children discussed
at consulting teacher schools when comparedto comparison group
schools. An estimated difference of 17more children were discussed
at schools which implemented the collaborativeconsultation model.
This finding is important to note in thatteachers and members of
BSCs in consulting teacher schools receivedtraining which included
communication styles, discussion techniques,coping strategies for
dealing with difficult people and strategies formodifying regular
education curriculum which comparisongroup schools did not
receive.
These findings have many implications forschool districts and teacher
training institutions. The employment of the BSC (orsome other type
of regular education pre-referralprocess, (e.g., student study teams,
problem-solving teams, etc.) encouraged discussionamong educators
prior to the special educationprocess. School districts may wish to
employ a regular education pre-referralprocess in their schools in
order to encourage this same interaction.Many questions, however,
remain about the effectiveness of implementinga regular education
pre-referral process. For example,are there differences regarding
team membership--would the effectiveness ofa team differ if a special96
educator were always part of the regular educationpre-referral
process? Would there be differences in attitudes ofteachers toward
each other or toward children with disabilities afterserving on such a
team? Do schools which employa regular education pre-referral
process have a higher referral rate accuracy than schools which do
not?
The employment of a regular education pre-referralprocess also has
research implications for teacher traininginstitutions. More children
were discussed in schools which implemented the collaborative
consultation model than in schools without the model.The primary
difference between these two types of schoolswas the training that
the consulting teacher received. Wherein the training of teachers,
regular or special education, would thiscollaborative consultation be
most effective? At Western Oregon State College, forexample, the
collaborative consultation course is offered at differenttimes for
different teacher training programs. Studentsin the teacher training
program for teachers of children withsevere disabilities, hearing
impairments and speech/language disabilities takethe collaborative
consultation course in their initial trainingprogram. Students in the
teacher training program for teachers of childrenwith mild
disabilities usually take the collaborative consultationcourse after they
have been in the field for at leasta year.Are there differences
between the training they receive? Would therebe differences in the97
effectiveness of these teachers in regard to theirparticipation on a
regular education pre-referral team? Would thistraining be more
effective as preservice or inservice training? Wouldpreservice or
inservice training make a difference in the number of children
referred, assessed and verified?
Second Interaction. The second interaction foundstatistically
significant differences betweenyear and type of school. More
specifically, differences were found between thenumber of children in
the process for the 1987-88 schoolyear and each other year.
Approximately seven more childrenwere in the process during the
1987-88 school year in the consulting teacher schoolsthan in the
1988-89 school year.
Several implications emerge from this finding.If one of the main
points of implementing a regular education pre-referralprocess was to
reduce the number of children who inappropriatelymove into the
special education assessmentprocess, then strategies which meet this
objective can be called effective.Implementing collaborative
consultation strategies as a pre-referral interventionprocess was
effective in the Portland schools. A downwardtrend which
represented the number of children in theprocess can be observed in
the consulting teacher schools. Lookingmore closely at this
downward pattern, a slow, steady, possiblypredictive change in the98
number of children in the processwas apparent. As BSC team
members implemented the collaborative consultationmodel, fewer
children were put into the process. Thissame trend over time was
more erratic in the comparison group schools.
Suggestions for further research from these results primarilyinclude
studies which examine the impact of change. Changetakes time and
is often a very difficult and lengthyprocess. When the collaborative
consultation model was implemented in the Portlandschools, it
represented a change in service to children. Therewere, however, no
complaints from parents, teachers, administratorsor children when
this model was introduced in the schools. In fact, theopposite
occurred; school administrators and personnel whowere employed in
both comparison group schools and schoolsnot involved in the study
wanted to incorporate the model into their buildingprogram. The
difficulty, from a research point of view,was keeping the change
within the consulting teacher schools. Researchwhich controlled the
impact of change would be interesting to follow. Wouldthere be, for
example, differences in the number of childrenin the process if two
separate school districts were examined? As the modelis
implemented over time, how will administrators allocatethe use of
time saved by a reduced number of children in theprocess? Most
importantly, what will happen in the Portlandschools to the number
of children in the process during the 1990-91school year; will the99
downward trend continue?
Conclusion. This first research question addressed the impact of
several different factors on the number of children in theprocess.
With the implementation of the collaborative consultationmodel as a
regular education pre-referral intervention strategy, differenceswere
found in the number of children discussed and in theemployment of
the model over time. The main point of implementinga regular
education pre-referral intervention strategy is to reduce thenumber of
children who enter the special educationprocess inappropriately.
Collaborative consultation worked as a strategy to increase thenumber
of children discussed and to decrease the number ofchildren in the
process. The letter and the spirit of the least restrictive environment
portion of the law is supported by the implementation of collaborative
consultation as a regular education
pre-referral intervention strategy.100
Question #2
A summary of the results. The second researchquestion addressed
the impact of the collaborative consultation modelover time. Referral
rate accuracy within the consulting teacher schoolswas examined
according to the length of time each school participatedon the
collaborative consultation model. The consultingteacher schools were
included in the analysis only for the number ofyears they participated
on the model. Results indicated that length of timeon the model does
have a significant effect on referral rateaccuracy in the consulting
teacher schools. A statistically significantincrease in referral rate
accuracy was found between years three and four anda statistically
significant decrease in referral rateaccuracy was found between years
four and five.
Implications. The training received by the consultingteacher schools
covered a variety of topics over fouryears. This training covered major
content areas such as learning about theprocess of change,
communication and leadership styles and coping with difficultpeople
as well as data collection and data based decision making. Itwas
during the fourth year of training that significantdifferences emerged
within referral rate accuracy for the consultingteacher schools. Once
the teams had completed the training, thedifferences were
significant.101
Looking more closely at the focus of training for eachyear and referral
rate accuracy results in the consulting teacher schools, severaldirect
implications emerge. During the first six months of the firstyear of
training, the focus was on learning definitions, identification of
communication styles and developing a knowledge base aboutthe
process of consulting. For the remainder of the firstyear and
throughout the second year, the focus of trainingwas based on
developing one-to-one relationships between consultingteacher and
classroom teacher. The focus of this relationshipwas problem solving.
Classroom teachers identifiedone child or one group of problem
behaviors. The consultantwas then requested, by the teacher, to
provide assistance for the identified problem.At this point in the
training, the consulting teacher relationship essentiallyinvolved one
consultant, one teacher andone identified problem.
During the third year of training, the focus shiftedaway from building
consultant and teacher relationships and movedtoward establishing
project-based relationships. Consultant teachersprovided classroom
teachers with a system to network with otherteachers with similar
problems, design staff development ideasand provide inservice topics.
While consulting teachers continued to providecurricular support and
instructional modifications for the classroom,classroom teachers
began to work with more thanone student and more than one target
behavior. This was called the multiplier effectsince one consultant102
and one teacher worked to meet the needs ofmany children.
Following the third and into the fourthyear of training, this multiplier
effect may provide an explanation for the increased referralrate
accuracy results.
The significant increase in referral rateaccuracy which did not appear
until year four also supports the premise that change takes time.With
the implementation of the collaborative consultation modelas a
regular education pre-referral process, the change in referralrate
accuracy was slow; it took well into the fourth year for the model to
have an impact on referral rate.
During the fifth year of the model, several factors occurredin the
consulting teacher schools which may have directly influencedthe
statistically significant decrease observed in referral rateaccuracy.
The first factor was the number of personnel changes whichoccurred
in the consulting teacher schools over the fiveyears. There were six
schools participating on the model for fiveyears; these six schools
began the training in the 1984-85 schoolyear. By the fifth year, only
one of the originally trained consultant teachers remained in thesame
role with the same FEE and in thesame building. The other five
either transferred to another school within the district, tooka
position as a middle school vice principal, tooka position as the Staff
Development Director for Portland's Mentor Teacher Program,103
opened a private business or retired. So while itappears that six
schools received the consultant teacher training for fiveyears, there
was actually only one school which remained on the original model.
The second factor which may have influenced the noted decreasein
referral rate accuracy was a change in the training. The fifthyear on
the model for the original six schools was thesame year in which the
professors from Western Oregon State Collegeno longer provided the
training. Training continued, beginning with the 1989-90 schoolyear,
with the consulting teacher chairperson providing thetraining. While
the content of the training remained somewhat thesame, there was a
difference in what the trainers emphasized. The professors from
Western Oregon State College emphasized a research-oriented
approach, with data collection and data based decision makingat the
center. The consulting teacher chairperson provideda different
emphasis, focusing more on effective instructional strategies for
curricular modifications, such as cooperative learning andpeer
tutoring. Between these two approaches toward training, the model
changed. While the collaborative consultation model beganas a
combined effort between regular education, special educationand
higher education, it changed when higher educationno longer
provided the training.
The implication of this finding centerson the impact of change in the104
collaborative consultation model. The model,as it originally was
designed, changed in personnel and in the provision of trainingover
the five years. These changes alone providesome direct implications
for teacher training programs and institutions. Whentrained
personnel leave to take other positions, it only makessense that each
new person begin the training at the beginning. In Portland,any
newly hired consulting teachers did begin the trainingat the
beginning, but the school was still regardedas a consulting teacher
school from its initial participation date. Further researchcould be
conducted which examines referral rateaccuracy from only those
schools which have consistent personnel fromyear to year. Would
there be a difference in referral rateaccuracy with consistent
personnel? Would there be a difference in referral rateaccuracy with
consistent trainers? Would there be a difference if the length oftime
on the model was a reflection of the number of years the consultant
teacher had been trained, not the number ofyears the school had been
identified as a consulting teacher school?
Conclusion. This second research question addressed theimpact of
the collaborative consultation modelon referral rate accuracy over
time. Length of time on the model was found to havea significant
effect on referral rate accuracy. Referral rateaccuracy increased
between year three and year four and decreasedbetween year four and
year five. The effects of four years of training allowed for whatwas105
called the multiplier effect to take place. This multiplier effect
combined the resources of one consultant teacher working withone
classroom teacher to meet the educational needs of many students.
Changes in personnel and changes in the provision of the collaborative
consultation training were identified as factors which may have
influenced the noted decrease in referral rate accuracy.106
Question #3
A summary of the results. The third research question addressedthe
interaction between the type of school (consulting teacheror
comparison group school) and the school year. This interactionwas
examined in reference to referral rateaccuracy in both the consulting
teacher schools and the comparison group schools. No significant
interactions were found between the type of school and the school
year. Referral rate accuracy remained the same between allyears of
the study for both the consulting teacher schools and thecomparison
group schools.
Implications. There are an unlimited number of variables whichwould
serve to impact the findings of this last research question. Four of
these hypotheses will be noted. The first two affected only the
consulting teacher schools and have already been mentionedin the
previous question: changes in personnel and changes in theprovision
of the consulting teacher model training. The firstpremise, changes
in personnel, occurred at five of the original six schools. Onlyone of
the originally trained consulting teachers remained at thesame
consulting teacher school. With such a high turnover in personnel,it
was difficult to maintain a consistent measure of the model's impact.
The second premise, changes in the provision of theconsulting
teacher model training, occurredacross all consulting teacher schools.
The training for the first five yearswas given by two college professors107
from Western Oregon State College. During the 1989-90 schoolyear
(the fifth year of the model), the training of the consulting teachers
was continued by the consulting teacher chairperson from the district.
Although the content of the training remained somewhat thesame,
the provision of the training changed. Higher education wasno longer
a part of the model as it was originally designed. What differences
would be noted when consultant teacher personnel remained
consistent in the schools with the model? How would referral rate
accuracy be affected by training which consistently focused on data
collection and based decision making?
The next two hypotheses which may have takena part in the outcome
of this third research question, affected the BSCprocess in only the
comparison group schools. Both of these factors raise threats to the
external validity of the results. The first hypothesis concerned the
definition of which schools were designated as consulting teacher
schools. For the purpose of this research study, the definition of the
consulting teacher schools was the 17 schools which specifically
received the consulting teacher training. Three BSC chairpersons
who completed the Data Collection Form for the comparisongroup
schools identified their school as a consulting teacher school for the
1989-90 school year. During the 1989-90 schoolyear, these three
BSC chairpersons received at least one year of the consulting teacher
training from the college professors at Western Oregon State College.108
The second hypothesis which may have influenced the results of this
third research question was how diffused the training had become.
During the 1989-90 school year, for example, school psychologists and
teachers from Chapter I and Project Read throughout the district,
received consulting teacher training.It is impossible to tell how much
this training may have affected the referral rate accuracy results in the
comparison group schools.
The consulting teacher model was so well received in the Portland
schools that many of the other programs sought to participate in the
training. Perhaps the most difficult variable to control in this research
study was keeping the consulting teacher training program within the
consulting teacher schools. The results from this third question must
be considered confounded since some of the training actually occurred
outside the population of consulting teacher schools. Suggestions for
further research include designing research studies which more
tightly control who receives the training. Other questions, such as
whether there would be a difference in referral rate accuracy when
school psychologists receive the training, need to be asked. Would
there be a difference if school administrators allocated FTE
specifically for the consulting teacher role? Would there be a
difference in referral rate accuracy when the amount of FIE allocation
varied from school to school?109
One last variable which must be considered when examining the
results of this third research question is the influence of collaborative
consultation as a respected service delivery option for all children in
the public schools. The role of service provider, in both regular and
special education, has expanded to include the role of consulting
teacher. Professional journals and organizations have been established
with the consulting teacher as their focus. National, state and local
conferences which highlight the emerging role of the consulting
teacher can be found throughout the nation. Oregon, in particular, has
several conferences each year which pinpoint the consulting teacher
role. There is a yearly conference held in early May specifically for
consulting teachers throughout the state of Oregon. This conference,
The Oregon Consulting Teacher Conference, has doubled eachyear in
attendance since it began in 1989. This conference isnow supported
by a professional organization, newsletter and published monograph
from each Oregon Consulting Teacher Conference. The influence of
these conferences, journals and professional organizations alsoserve
to confound the results from this final research question.110
Conclusion. This third research question addressed the referral rate
accuracy for differences between the consulting teacher schoolsand
the comparison group schools. Referral rate accuracy patterns were
the same for the consulting teacher schools as they were for the
comparison group schools across the three years of the study. Four
hypotheses were offered to describe this consistent pattern:(a)
changes in personnel, (b) changes in the provision of training, (c)
changes in the identification of comparison group schools for the
1989-90 school year and (d) changes in which schools received the
training. The influence and emerging acceptance of the role of
consulting teacher was also identified as an influential variable which
may have affected the results.111
Summary
Implementing the consulting teacher model as a regular educationpre
referral intervention strategy has a very limited research base. This
study was designed to provide original research in order to strengthen
that foundation. This study was the first research projecton the
employment of collaborative consultation as a regular educationpre-
referral intervention strategy which employeda control group in a
large metropolitan school district. Other features which made this
study unique were a longitudinal approach, consistent training during
the three years of the study and complete support of the model, its
implementation and this research study from Portland Public School
District administration. While there are still many unanswered
questions about the impact of the consulting teacher model asa
regular education pre-referral intervention strategy, the results from
this original research will serve to empirically broaden the field of
collaborative consultation and, ultimately, improve the educational
service delivery to all children.112
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Appendix A
Major Objectives for Consulting Teacher Training
At the conclusion of the workshops, the participants should be able to:
1.define the collaborative model of consultation and contrast it with
the expert model and the advocacy model.
2.discuss the research and theoretical base for the collaborative
model of consultation.
3. describe the steps in the consultant process in interacting with
another teacher.
4.list the major advantages of the consultant model service delivery.
5.list the major concerns about the consultant model service
delivery.
6. describe the change process in individuals and in the emotional
tone of groups.
7.identify the level of concern in the change process in others.
8.identify the stage of emotional reaction to change in a group.
9. determine their own communication styles in normal and stress
situations.
10. determine the communication style of others.
11. apply communication style information to the consultingprocess.
12. identify their own leadership style.
13. identify the leadership styles of others.
14. identify in individual and group settings their leadership style the
consultant should use.
15. discuss how the learning characteristics of adults differ from
children.120
16. apply the knowledge about adult learning to the consulting
process.
17. integrate the knowledge about adult learning characteristics, the
change process, communication styles, leadership styles and
the consulting process.
18. identify the steps in the problem solving process.
19. select strategies that are helpful in each step in problem solving.
20. list strategies that consultants can suggest to other classroom
teachers that are useful in the regular classroom for dealing
with typical problems.
21. identify the major components of the coping process.
22. differentiate between the changing and the coping process.
23. outline the steps in coping with the hostile aggressive trio.
24. outline the steps in coping with the passive aggressive trio.
25. differentiate between six types of individuals that are difficult and
require coping strategies.
26. apply strategies to take charge of your consulting time.
27. outline the components of a building plan.
28. develop a building specific data collection plan.
29. administer a building needs assessment survey.
30. introduce the collaborative model of consultation in a building
faculty meeting or department meeting.
31. respond to specific needs as determined by the building
assessment survey.
32. identify appropriate data collection procedures to document
growth in teacher's skills.
33. identify appropriate data collection procedures to document
growth in student's skills.
34. identify appropriate data collection procedures to document
changes in the school system as a result of collaborative efforts.121
35. implement data collection procedures when given situations
describing teacher change, student change and system change.
36. identify needs for follow-up workshops and/or technical
assistance that fit with the collaborative model of consultation.
37. implement the collaborative model of consultation as part of a
school restructuring project122
Appendix B
A Description of Seven Influential Variables
1. Level of school (elementary/middle/high)
Schools in the Portland Public School District (PPSD) are
generally separated into elementary, middle and high school. Within
this research study, elementary schools were Kindergarten or Pre-
Kindergarten to grade 5, middle schools were grades 6 to 8 and high
schools were grades 9 to 12.
2. Low Income Allocation
The numbers of "low income" students and subsequent allocation
to the Portland Public School District (PPSD) are based on Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (ADFC) and free and reduced lunch
figures. These figures are calculated numbers and do not represent an
actual school-by-school head count of students. These figures are
calculated by the Office of Grants Managements. Low income data is
also reported in the State Department of Education's Fall Report
which is compiled by Management Information Services.
3. Stability Index
This figure is the percentage of students enrolled at a school by
October 1 who are still enrolled at the same school in June. The
average stability index for schools in the PPSD is 78.8%. The
technical formula includes students enrolled in the PPSD adjusted by
the numbers of students who transfer and move--both within and out
of Portland- -and students who withdraw for any reason.
4. Project Read
Project Read is an alternative way of teaching reading and
writing strategies to children. Developed in 1969 by two professionals
in Bloomington, Minnesota, Project Read is a multisensory, systematic
and direct instructional approach for teaching the language arts.It
was designed to be delivered in the regular classroom by a specially
trained classroom teacher.Several Portland teachers received the
training in 1985 and Project Read is now implemented in 24 Portland
Public School District schools.123
5. Chapter I
Chapter I provides financial assistance to state and local
educational agencies to meet the special needs of educationally
deprived children. Funds are allocated to local districts according to a
low income formula prescribed in the federal Education Consolidation
and Improvement Act of 1981 (ECIA). Chapter I provides
supplemental classes in reading and math.
6. ESL/Bilingual Program
The English as a Second Language/Bilingual (ESL/Bilingual)
program is for students who do not speak English as their first
language or students who need additional cultural or linguistic support
in order to be successful in regular school programs. Service is
provided in areas of intensive English instruction, bilingual classes and
tutoring, sheltered English classes, cultural advocacy and support, pre-
referral screening for students before referral to special education,
initial assessment of all students from a home where a language other
than English is spoken and liaison with parents and the community.
7. Alternative Education Program
Seven schools in Portland house an Alternative Educational
Program. Schools housing alternative programs have taken the
initiative in developing programs which meet the needs of their
student populations. All programs are open to Portland Public School
students on a district wide basis, providing space is available. General
reasons for having alternative programs include the following:
retaining the number of students who may drop out of school by
providing flexible curricula, environments and teaching styles that
promote positive feelings of self-worth and positive attitudes toward
learning.Appendix C
Portland Public School District Forms
PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Building Screening Committee




Grade B stiivere irthdate School
__. Address Parent/Guardian (circle)
_ _ Phone
Age _. Sex _ __. Ethnic Principal notified of referral: Date
Hume Language English Proficient yes noScreened by ESL /Bilingualyes no
This referral and the function of the Building Screening Committee have been discussedwith the parents yes no
Isattendance a concern, a yes0 nusi schools attended Grades repeated
Hearing screening date results Vision screening date: results-
P-scores date___ rdg math tang Glasses required for reading:yes no
rdg math lang. Prereterral documentation attached:
Prior Special Education: yesH C no IfH.C., date





































Major areas of concern and assessment questions:
Documented interventions already used in attempt to resolve problem atbuilding level-
Referral source:
Name/position
BSC member responsible to inform =rents Date
TO BE COMPLETED BY BUILDING SCREENINGCOMMITTEE Date of BSC Meeting
Building Screening Committee participants:
Name/Position Name/Position Name/Position
Name/Position Name/Position Name/Position
Building Screening Committee Recommendation:
Refer to Special Education for formal assessment. B-3 completed.
0 Continue student in current placement andimplement 3 Refer to ESL/Bilingual for formal assessment.
other interventions.
Describe procedures to be used In the classroom/home while thereferral Is processed:













To the parent. guardian, or surrogate parent of _
Birthdate School Teacher
We would like to inform you that your child is being referred for the following reasons
Grade -Sex
The following options for dealing with the above concerns were considered and rejected for the reasons specified
Following is a description of other factors (if any) which are relevant to the proposed testing:
Testing results will help us in determining your child's educational needs and in planning themost appropriate program The
evaluation procedures and/or tests may include the following: (please check the areas tobe tested)
individual intelligence (e.g. Wechsler Intelligence
Scales, Kaufman ABC. Stanford Binet)
Opersonality/emotional/behavior (e.g. Piers-Harris.
Sentence Completion, Walker, Developmental
Therapy Scale, social history)
academic achievement (e.g. Kaufman TEA,
Woodcock Reading, Woodcock Johnson, Test of
Written Language)






speech/language (e.g. PPVT-R. TOLD. CELF)
adaptive behavior (e.g. AAMD. Vineland)
classroom observation
other
Oregon law (OAR 581-15-039 and OAR 581-21-030) requires yourwritten consent before we conduct initial evaluation.
intelligence, psychological, or personality testing. If it is indicatedthat your child will be receiving this kind of evaluation, please
sign below.
I understand the above described individual testing or otherevaluation. I have received a copy of my rights located on the backof
this form. I understand that the granting of consent is voluntary and maybe revoked at any time.
Permission is given to conduct an evaluation. 3Permission is denied to conduct an evaluation.
Date Work Home'
Parent/Guardian/Surrogate (circle) Signature Telephone Number(s)
Print Parent/Guardian'Surrogate Name Address
II you have any questions, please feel free to contact me
Name





Student's Name Student I.D. 14
School Birthdate
I. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA MET (List):
(As described in OAR 581-15-051 Minimum Eligibility Criteria)










If the primary handicapping condition is determined to be a learning disability, the participants in the inter-
disciplinary educational team should check the box next to his/her signature to indicate their agreement with the
conclusion. If a member does not check the box he/she must submit a separate statement presenting his/her con-
clusions. Statutory Authority OAR 581-15-072.
(Note. See Form 8-5A. Specific Learning Disabilities Efigibilify)
(White- Spec. Education
See attached report(s)
Yellow Parent Pink Permanent Record Folder)127
Appendix D
Data Collection Form
The Effects of Implementing the Consultation Model on Special Education
Referrals in the Portland (Oregon) Public Schools from 1987-1990.
Research Project Data Collection Form
D. J. Yocom -- Western Oregon State College
School- Date:
Principal- School Phone:
BSC Chair BSC Chair Title:
1. How often does your BSC Team meet?
Weekly Every other week
Monthly Other:
2. Do you complete a B-1 on every child discussed at your BSC meetings?
YES NO
3. Do you complete a B-1 on children who need three-year evaluations?
YES NO
4. Do you complete a B-1 on children who move into your school with an
already established IEP?
YES NO
5. Do you complete a B-1 on children for whom you wish to later add
needed services (for example. if a child is on an IEP for Speech. will a B-1
be completed if academic services are later discovered to be needed)?
YES NO
(Over, please)6.Please describe the pre-referral process used in your school.




8. How many B -is were developed from the children listed above?
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90
9. How many B-3s were completed from the children listed above?
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90
10. How many of the children listed in #9 eventually qualified (B-5) for
Special Education services?
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90
Thank you again for your help!!Appendix E
Letter of Support from Portland Administration
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PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
".41 S.11-11!) 4 I1
1.11.1t ( st
(11 11)1 (\ nitI laro.,
TO: BSC Chairpersons
Redacted for Pri
FROM: Mary Anne Stowell
Assistant Director of Special Education
DATE: December 11, 1990
RE: Research Project
The Special Education Department is intatsted in collecting data to examine the impact of the
Consulting Teacher Program. Your school has been selected to participate as one of the control
schools in the study. Data from your school will be compared with data collected from the schools
with the Collaborative Consultation Model. This information will assist us in making improved
educational and prozranidecisions for Special Education students in the Portland Public Schools.
Dorothy Jean (DJ.) Yocom, a doctoral candidate in Special Education trom Western Oregon state
College, has agreed to conduct this research as part of her doctoral program. Her project has the
support of the district's Department of Research and Evaluation.
We are now ready to begin collecting data from your school and we need your help. Enclosed is a
data collection form entitled Research Project Data Collection Form. This form asks for
information from your BSC Meeting records over the past three years. Please take some time to
fill out this form as accurately as possible. If you were not in your school for years requested,
perhaps you could provide the name of a possible contact person who might be able to complete
the form.
D.J. Yocom will be contacting you by telephone soon, to gather the data you have collected. She
will also be available to assist you in the data collection if needed. If you have any questions,
please call Kathy Jaffe or Zandra O'Neal at 280-5840 ext. 320. DJ. is also available to you if you
would like more information. She can be reached at Western Oregon State College at 838-8756.
Your assistance in this research project is invaluable and greatly appreciated. We will be more than
happy to share the outcome of the research project with you when it is completed.
Thank you again for your help.
cc:PrincipalsAppendix F
Letter of Support from Portland Administration
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DATE: December 11. 1990
RE: Research Project
The Special Education Department is interested in collecting data to
examine the impact of the Consultating Teacher Program. This information
will assist us in making improved educational and program decisions for
Special Education students in the Portland Public Schools.
Dorothy Jean (D.J.) Yocom, a doctoral candidate in Special Education from
Western Oregon State College. has agreed to conduct this research as part of
her doctoral program. Her project has the support of the district's
Department of Research and Evaluation.
We are now ready to begin collecting data from your school andwe need
your help. There are two data collection forms: the first. entitled Research
Project Data Collection Form asks for information from your BSC Meetings
over the past three years. The second form, labeled Part II: The Interview
asks for information specific to your school and the use of the Collaborative
Consultation Model. Please take some time to fill out these forms as
accurately as possible. If you were not in your school for years requested.
perhaps you could provide the name of a possible contact person who might
be able to complete the forms.
D.J. Yocom will be contacting you by telephone in a few weeks to gather the
data you have collected. She will also be available to assist you in the data
collection if needed. Please feel free to call either of us if you haveany
questions. D.J. is also available to you if you would like more information.
She can be reached at Western Oregon State College at 838-8756.
Your assistance in this research project is invaluable and greatly appreciated.
We will be more than happy to share the outcome of the research project
with you when it is completed.
Thank you again for your help.131
Appendix G
The Interview Form
The Effects of Implementing the Consultation Model on Special Education
Referrals in the Portland (Oregon) Public Schools from 1987-1990.
Research Project Data Collection Form
D.J. YocomWestern Oregon State College
Part II: Interview
1. On a weekly basis, do you consult with:
parents? YESNO
other teachers in your building? YESNO
children? YESNO
specialists outside your building? YESNO
other agencies? YESNO
Please rank theYESresponses in terms of the amount of time youspend
with each group (rank the most time as #1).
I RANK
2. On an average, how many children do you consult about in one week?
3. How many hours each day do you spend consulting?





5. How many people are on your BSC Team?
Very
Supportive
How many on the BSC team have had the training in Collaborative
Consultation given by Bonnie Staebler and Bonnie Young?